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A B S T R A C T
In this study, the outgassing rale from an electropolished stainless steel surface 
following exposures to H jO  vapor under various conditions was measured, The results o f 
the experim ents showed that the outgassing rate is proportional to p0n, where /Jq is the
H jO  exposure pressure and n is about 0.25. The outgassing rate is not as strongly
dependent on the system tem perature as one w ould expect if the tem perature is kept the
same during exposure and pum p-dow n. The outgassing rate is also a function o f  the
exposure time for the first several hours o f  exposure, indicating that the adsorption
saturation time is on the order o f  hours. The pum p-dow n time o f  a vacuum system can be
reduced significantly by reducing the moisture content of venting gases. The time taken to 
achieve an outgassing rate o f  I O 1 0  Torr ( f em1 s following dry N 2 venting is about one
hour in com parison to one day if  the system was vented to ambient air. In the second part 
o f  this study, the effect on the w ater outgassing o f  dc glow discharge cleaning fueled by 
common gases was studied. It is shown that the w ater outgassing rate following a typical 
air vent can be reduced by a factor o f  13 w hen the surface is exposed to a He glow 
discharge at a dose o f  0 . 8  coulom b/cm ^ for tw o hours.
To explain the 1/t pow er law obeyed by the outgassing rate and otheT experimental 
results, d iffusion-type outgassing  m odels w ere proposed, Initially, non-uniform  H 2 O 
concen trations throughout the  oxide layer w ere assum ed and the outgassing  rate 
expressions were derived w ithout taking into account the oxide layer microstructure, A 
m ore com prehensive model starts with a sim plified micro structure o f  a porous oxide layer, 
which consists o f  cylindrical pores with a pore length distribution inversely proportional to 
the square o f  pore length. This model predicts the 1/t lime dependence for the outgassing 
rate under saturation conditions where the coverage on the inner surfaces o f  the pores is 
uniform. It also explains the observation that the quantity o f  adsorbed H 2O is a linear 
function of ihe logarithm o f the exposure time.
MODELS FOR W ATER OUTGASSING FROM METAL SURFACES
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The analysis o f  outgassing phenom ena from  metal surfaces is im portant for the 
design and operation o f  high and ultrahigh vacuum systems which are used for space 
research, particle accelerators, m agnetic fusion devices, materials processing systems, and 
analytical instrumentation- This chapter will review a cross section o f  the studies in the 
vacuum Literature on outgassing from metal surfaces. Measurements prior to the 1950 s are 
often suspect because o f  the likely possibility  o f  vacuum system contam ination with 
pumping fluids, therefore this review will restrict itself to more modern measurements. We 
will further restrict the survey to outgassing from stainless steels and alum inum  alloys. 
There are, of course, many other suitable metals for use in vacuum systems, but stainless 
steels and, to a lesser extent, aluminum alloys are used predominantly in the construction o f 
vacuum systems and vacuum hardware. An understanding o f  outgassing phenomena from 
these metals will be transferable to o ther m etals w hose surfaces are characterized by 
relatively thin (-lO nm ) and stable passivation oxide layers.
For the com m only used 300 series stainless steels, the passivation oxide layer 
contains a mixture o f  iron, nickel and chromium oxides. The metal ratios in the oxide may 
differ from the bulk composition depending on the history o f  various physical o r  surface 
chemical treatments. The total oxide thickness is also preparation dependent— it can be as 
thin as 2-4nm, but is more typically in the range of l0-20nm . For the alum inum  alloys 
used in vacuum system s, typically ihe 6001} series alloys, the passivation oxide layer 
com position is sim pler, which is p redom inan tly  AI2 O3 . H ow ever, suboxides and 
hydroxides can be present in addition to oxides o f  m inor bulk constituents. O xide
2
3th ickness can be as thin as 2nm , how ever the oxide thickness Tor A1 is not stable in ambient 
atm ospheres and  wiU grow  slow ly (~lO nm /yr) with air exposure.
Tor s ta in le ss  steel and  a lum inum  su rfaces that have been properly  cleaned for 
v acu u m  se rv ic e  (i,e ., a ll e n v iro n m e n ta l co n tam in a tio n , w hich is predom inantly  
hydrocarbons, has been rem oved), ou tgassing shows a pow er law  dependence Q=Qo( a * 
w hen  a  is typ ica lly  n ear u n ity  fo r unbaked  systems. G rea te r than 99% o f outgassed 
species  are the five  low  m o lecu la r w eight gases, l l j ,  H jO , C H 4 , C O  and CO*, and for 
u n b ak ed  system s H 2 O ty p ica lly  accounts fo r  > 85% o f  the ou tgassing . N um erous 
m easu rem en ts  o f  the o u tg ass in g  o f  steels and  alum inum  alloys have appeared in the 
litera tu re  over the last th irty  years. F igures 1.1 and 1,2 show  a subset o f  m easurem ents 
from  the vacuum  lite ra tu re 1 9  inc luding  several recent m easurem ents where correlations 
w ith  specific su rface trea tm en ts and/or pre-exposure of the sam ples to w ater vapor were 
quantified . The fitted  Q 0  and  a  for each outgassing  m easurem ent is listed in Table 1.1.
The w ate r o u tgassing  ra te  and the in tegrated  quan tity  o f  outgassed H 2O after a 
certa in  pum ping tim e shou ld  d ep en d  on the exposure cond itions and the physical and 
chem ical state o f  the passivation  ox ide layer. O nly rarely are these variables quantified in 
the various m easu rem en ts  o f  ou tgassing , T he m ost im portan t variable is the exposure 
h istory  to  w ater vapor. E xposure  o f  a thorough ly  degassed  sam ple to ordinary air at 
am b ien t co n d itio n s  w ill sa tu ra te  the near surface layer in less than an hour. Recent 
m easu rem en ts by Ish im aru  e t aJ . 1 0  and C hen e< a l . 11 have quan tified  the relationship 
b e tw een  w ater e x p o su re  and  su b sequen t ou tgassing  m ostly  for alum inum  surfaces. 
D etailed m easurem ents o f  the adsorption kinetics ore still Jacking.
W hen stan d ard  exposure  conditions w ere used in a particu lar study, outgassing 
m easurem ents show  a  w eak dependence on surface treatm ents, which m ay change the 
ox ide structu re , th ickness o r su rface roughness. A recent survey by D ylla et al , 2 o f 10 
different surface treatm ents for steels and alum inum  showed only a factor o f 2.5 variation
4in ouigassing for the steels and 1.4 variation for alum inum  sam ples after a standard 1 hour 
exposure to atm osphere, despite w ide variations in oxide thickness and surface roughness. 
However, m easurem ents that looked  for specific outgassing variations with oxide thickness 
and  surface roughness show m ore  o f a trend w hen other variables were fixed. A recent 
w ork by Sucm itsu e t al,^ show s that the ou tgassing  o f alum inum  varies w ith surface 
roughness when the oxide la y e r  thickness is fixed . On the o th e r hand, there exists 
correlation betw een the outgassing rate and the ox ide thickness. Several recent works® ^ 10 
reported  that the outgassing rate fa r stainless steels and  aluminum alloys increase with the 
oxide thickness.
The to tal quantity  o f w a te r  that o u tgasses from a sam ple is more than can  be 
accommodated on the surface o f  the metal in m any m easurem ents, even taking into account 
the surface roughness. Thus, m an y  outgassing m odels have invoked the oxide layer as the 
source volume for outgassing species, and the observed  outgassing  rate is lim ited by 
diffusion from the near surface reg ion  (See for exam ple , D ayton12, Calder and L ew in15, 
H orikoshi and K obayash i14). T h e  key problem  in the construction o f these diffusion* 
based models is the description o f  the source (H jO ) distribution function and the choice o f 
realistic values for the appropriate diffusion constant, D ( jr.T) (where x  js the depth and T  
is the temperature), for the d iffusing  species. In D ay ton’s 12 m odel, the generally observed 
1 /t dependence o f outgassing is a result of a sum m ation  of a d istribution in values for the 
diffusion constant.
O utgassing m odels for w ate r have been described  which assume that surface 
desorption is the dom inant source term  and that the diffusion o f H jO  from the oxide layer 
is negligible. In the model o f E dw ards4, the 1/t rate  dependence is the result o f assuming a 
multivariable for the wall pum ping speed. W eiss15 and  Redhead16 obtain similar results by 
apply ing  a m ultivariable adsorp tion  energy. T he surface desorp tion  approaches have
5difficulties in explaining mutt layer adsorption and the dependence of the outgassing rate on 
the properties o f  the surface oxide layer such as the thickness and micro structure.
T h is thesis consists o f  two parts: m easurem ent and m odeling o f  the H^O 
outgassing, and  reduction o f  the H jO  outgassing rate by glow discharge cleaning. The 
m odels on the U 2 O  outgassing proposed in this study are of diffusion type. The first 
m odel a ttem p ted  to correlate  the outgassing  rate with a non-uniform  H jO  source 
distribution inside the oxide layer, which was assumed uniform such that the diffusivity o f 
H2 O  m olecules was spatially independent (Chapter 2). The H jO  concentration resulting 
from the d iffusion of H jO  molecules from the surface into the oxide layer was assumed to 
be a G aussian-type function c x p (- jr 2 /A 2). (The exact solution to the diffusion problem 
with a constant surface coverage is given by erfcU /^4£> /0 ), where D is the diffusion
constant and to is the exposure time.) The ouigassing rate o f  this new ly absorbed H jO  
source decays as 1/f^ 3  with time. The remaining HjO, which is assumed to exist prior to 
atm ospheric exposure, has a uniform  concentration throughout the oxide layer and 
outgasses at a rate of 1/ t 1^ .  The combination o f  these two terms were used to explain the 
outgassing data  taken after the exposures to air, controlled mixture o f  1 1 ^ 0  and N?, and 
dried N2  gas. T o  better understand the dependence o f  the outgassing rate on a variety o f 
exposure conditions (not just the moisture level), measurements of the outgassing rate were 
perform ed follow ing exposures to H^O and H 2O /N 2  a t various tem peratures and for 
various periods o f  time. In the second ouigassing model, a single term described by a 
function o f  ( l /x )*  was used to  simulate the non-uniform H jO  source concentration inside 
the oxide layer. The model predicts ihai an H jO  source with a sleeper spatial distribution 
outgasses at a faster decaying rate. This model, as well as the previous one, offers no 
explanation  for the observation that the H jO  adsorption by the oxide layer during 
exposures is a linear function o f  the logarithm of the exposure time, which is shown in the 
adsorption measurements in Chapter 3.
6The relation between the quantity of H jQ  adsorbed and the exposure  time is 
explained by the third outgassing model, which will be described in Chapter 4, The model 
considers the microstructure o f  the oxide Layers. A n assumption is made that the oxide 
layers consists o f pores o f various lengihs and diam eters with length  and diam eter 
distributions given by l /£ 2 and l/(am-a ) 2 (where a is the diam eter o f H 2 O  m olecules), 
respectively. The inner surfaces (defined as extended surfaces) o f these pores differs from 
the outer surface o f the oxide layer in that it is not d irectly  accessible to  gas phase H2 O 
m olecules due to the fineness o f pores. When the ox ide layer is exposed to H^O vapor, 
H 2 O  molecules first adsorbs at the outlets of pores and gradually diffuse inward to the 
deeper sites. Upon evacuation, the reverse process occurs. It is show n that the H^O 
molecules, if uniformly covering the inner surface o f all pores, outgasses at a rate inversely 
proportional to ihe time. The coefficient of the l / l  term  (where t is in seconds) in the 
outgassing rate expression is approximately equal to half o f the coefficient o f  the log(i) term 
in the adsorption expression, The model shows good agreem ent with the results o f the 
adsorption and outgassing measurements, described in Chapter 3.
The last set o f experimental measurements concern the attempt to reduce the pump- 
dow n time o f a vacuum system over the time dictated by the 1 /t dependence o f thermal 
outgassing. The effect of various glow discharge cleaning (GDC) treatm ents fueled by 
com m on gases (H e, H2 , Ar) and gas mixtures (H e /H j, H e/C liO  on m etal surface 
outgassing is described in Chapter 5 , It is shown that lie  GDC is m ost effective in 
reducing the H2 O equivalent ouigassing rale, A tw o-hour He GDC at a dose of O H 
c o u lo m b /c m 2 reduces the total outgassing rate by a factor o f  13, The H jO  outgassing 
following He GDC is qualitatively explained in the light o f the diffusion m odels described 
previously. Recommendations for future work related to the measurements and  modeling 
in this thesis are described in Chapter 6 ,
7if)
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1. E lectropolish (Li a n d  Dylia')
2. E lectropolish: 3. V o c ,R em elt/D e te rg en t; 4. Uili F in ish /D e te rg e n t;
5. B ake/E lectropo lrsh ; 6. C om pound  E lectropo lish  (Dyllc e t olJ ) 
7. SUS 304 /F illed  with H^O; 6. N orm ol oir ven ting fC hen  e t  olJ )
9, EleClropolish (Edwords*)
10. L iteratu re overoge (Varion5); 11. E le lropalish  (B orton & G ovier6) 
12 Sulphidized; 13. U ntreated , 14. E led ro p o lish ed ;
IS . Treoted with c o rd -b ru s h ; 16. C leaned  U ltrosonically  (Zilnin1)
Fig, 1 . 1 . Outgassing rate from stainless steel surfaces.
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I. A 6063—EX /H 2Q. one week; 2. A 6G 63-E X /H 7Q, one day;
6. A 6063~E X /N orm ol air; 7, A 6Q 63-EX /A ir. one year and  half; 
9. AG063+1Q 50 c lad d in g /F re sh ;
10. A6G63+1Q5Q cladding/A rr, one day (Chen e t of*'5)
3. Inert E*trude(EX)/E3W ; A.  Inert E)ttnjde(EX)/TlG;
5. Mirror Fintsh; S. Mill F m ish /D ete rg en  (Oyllo e t  ai2)
I I .  EX; 12.  iPL 'r ts ;  13.  E L - h s ;  1A. EU-dia;  15. i P L -d ic ;
16. OMCP (Suem itsu  e t al*)
17. C lean (V arian1)
16. U n treated ; 19- Extrusion, Chem ically polished (Zilnin e t al7)
F ig , 1.2. O utgassing rate from aluminum surfaces.
9T a b l e  1.1. Outgassing ra te  Q O ) M Ob 1 a  f T o r r  f / c n 1 s), w h e re  t in hours.
Material/Trtainient Qo References
STAINLESS STEEL
1 Electropotish 1,22x1(7* 1,22 Li & Dylla1
2 Electropdlish 8.31x10’ M l Dylla et al.3
3 Mill Finish/Dclergenl 4.95x1(7’ 1,14
4 Vac. Remelt/DcicrgCJU 4.56x10’ 1.17
5 Bake/Electopolish 4.35x10’ 1.27
6 Compound Elecbupolish 3.23x10’ 1.16
7 SUS 304 /H30 Tone day 8.61x10 10 1.17 Chen et al.3
8 SUS 304 /Normal Air 7.59x1010 1.L7
9 Si, Sieel/AL Eleuopoliih 5.00x10’ I.OO Edwards*
10 Literature average 3.00x10’ 1,00 Varian3
11 ELcclitipoHsh 3.00x1(7’ 1.00 Barton A Guvier*
12 Sulphidizcd 3.23x10* 0.75 Z-iInin e( al.7
13 Unoreied 2.72x10* 0.93
14 Ekxiropolishcd 7.37x10’ 1.13
15 Treaied with cord-brush 6.60x10 ’ 0.82
16 Cleaned uUrasanically 3.09x10’ 0.76
17 Vac. Annealed 2,52x10’ 0.74
18 Mechanically poli shed 2,11x1(7’ 0,70
19 Chemically polished 1.76x10’ 0,68
ALUMINUM
1 A6063-EX/H3O, J week 9.13x10* 1.20 Chen d  al.3'1
2 A6063-EX/HjO. 1 day 1.28x10* 1.17
6 A6063-EX/NomiaJ Air 6.58x1(7’ 1.17
7 A6063-EX/Air. 1.5 years 7,31x1(7’ 1,23
9 A6063 +1050 c laddir^Fnesh 2.20x1(7’ 1,15
10 A6063+L050cladding/Air, I-day 1.49x1(7’ 1.10
3 Inert Extrude {ETQ/EBW 8.74x10’ 1.04 Dylla el al.3
4 Inert Eximtfc (EXyTIG 7.88x10* 1.12
5 Mirror Finish 651x10 ’ 1.12
8 Mill Finish/Dctcrgcm 7.Rlxl0* 1.19
11 Inert E tirade 2.48x1(7* 1.02 Sue mils li el al.’
12 Isopropanol by high-steel bit(IPL-hs) LI2xL0-* 1.02
13 Ethanol by high-stcd bit (EL-hs) 8.02x1(7* 1.02
14 Ethanol by diamond-lip bil (EL-dia) 7.66x10’ 1,02
15 Isopnopannl by diamond-tip bii(lPL-dia) 6,82x1(7’ 1,02
16 Organomcchanochemical polished (GMCP) 3.47x10’ 1.02
17 Clean 1.00x10* 1.00 Varian5
18 Unireated 6.74x10* 0,94 Zilnin el al.7
19 Eitmsion, Chemical polished 4.04x10 * 1.05
CHAPTER 2. WATER OUTGASSING OF A GAUSSIAN-TYPE 
SOURCE (MODEL 1)
I, INTRODUCTION
Outgassing measurements from typical metal (steel or alum inum ) surfaces at room 
tem perature show that the outgassing rate varies approximately inversely as the first power 
of the tim e for at least the first 100 hours of vacuum pum ping2-6-17. The outgassing o f 
unbaked  systems is dom inated by H 20 .  The rem aining outgassing species for clean 
system s are H 2, CH4, CO  and C 0 2. In a previous study2, D ylla et al., m easured and 
com pared the outgassing rates of stainless si eel and aluminum surfaces which underwent 
various standard and advanced treatments. One observation o f  this study was that the 
various surface treatments produced surprisingly little variation on the short term (<50 hr) 
outgassing rate in ihe as-received condiiion despite a large variation in surface roughness of 
the exam ined samples. Therefore, one might think that the desorption o f  H^O at room
tem perature is governed by its diffusion through the passivation oxide layer w hich is 
present on  stainless steel and aluminum surfaces handled in am bient conditions. The 
surface roughness apparently plays Little role in determ ining the outgassing in the short 
ternt, H jO  dominated regime.
W aicr vapor adsorbs on and ihen diffuses into the passivation oxide layer when the 
surface is exposed to ambient atmosphere or controlled mixtures o f  N 2 and H 2G, The H 20  
concentration throughoui the oxide layer can be expressed approxim ately as exp(- x 2fr?)t 
where x  is the distance away from the surface. D iffusion-lim ited desorption of this H 3Q 
source w ould predict an ouigassing rate proportional to l / t3/2. In addition, we can assum e 
that the re  is also w ater vapor (and hydrogen) originally present in the metal which would
JO
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have a uniform  density throughout the bulk and desorb a t a rate o f 1 /t1^ 2* This model 
shows that the com bination o f these two teems shows the outgassing rate o f  the observed 
form .
II. OUTLINE OF MODEL I
T here are a  num ber o f  existing m odels for outgassing from m etalst primarily 
passivating  m etals like stainless steels and  aluminum alloys, (q.v., D ay ton12, Calder13, 
and H o rik o sh i’4) that lake as the starting point in the analysis the assum ption that the 
outgassing is mte limited by diffusion from the bulk metal and near surface layers, The key 
experim ental observations noted in the introduction: the non-exponential nature of the decay 
rate and the large quantity o f the gas desorbed compared to monolayer quantities, preclude 
the phenom ena from  being purely a surface effect. The success o f any outgassing model 
depends on realistic  assum ptions for the  source term s, i.e., the source distribution 
function, and realistic values for the diffusion constant which may have spatial and material 
dependent variations dependent on the morphology of the passivation oxide layer,
A s a starting point in this model (1) we will assume that the primary sorbed species 
is m olecu lar w ater in the oxide layer, although we recognize that sorbed 1 ( o r  H, OH) 
could also play a  role in the outgassing o f H2G  because of the reduction reactions that occur 
in the m ixed  oxides on steel surfaces (Fe^O y, NiO), and  with Ihe hydroxides in the 
prim arily  A l3 0 3 oxide on alum inum  surfaces . 18 la our m odel we assume that the sorbed 
gas (H 20 .  H j, etc.) d istribution near the surface o f a vacuum  chamber w all after venting 
for a period o f time, either to ambient air o r to  controlled m ixture of N;  and H 2Q t is:
-  C j e x p t - j t V ^  + Co.
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w here j  is the d istance away from the surface (cm ), u is the volume density  o f  the sorbed 
gas (T o tT '^ /cm 3), C ] and Co are the density constants o f the sorbed gas ( T o r r f /c m 3), 
and  X is a length  param eter, giving the depth (cm ) adsorbed molecules have diffused in to  
the cham ber w all from surface by the end of the venting period.
In tegrating the first term (i.e., the G aussian term ) in Eq. (2 .1 ) over the spatial 
variable x t we have the number o f  absorbed particles:
and the m onolayers o f  absorbed particles
w here a is the d iam eter o f an adsorbed molecule.
A so lu tion  to the one-dim ensional diffusion equation with a constan t diffusion 
coefficient, D, w ith the initial boundary conditions is (See Appendix B):
Ma = N
w here S ' is defined  as number o f panicles coming out o f  a unit surface area per unit time 
( T o r r  'f /cm 3  s) and D is diffusion coefficient (cm 3/s).
Integrating the first term of Eq, (2.2) over time t, we have the num ber o f  particles 
desorbed
N0 ^ ~ C , X ,
which is exactly the number o f  particles absorbed.
The outgassing rate, in a traditional sense, is defined as the num ber o f  particles 
com ing out of a unit geometrical surface area per unit time. Defining the ratio o f  the actual 
surface area to geometrical surface area as the surface roughness factor { / ) ,  the outgassing 
rate can be rewritten as:
As described in Section 111, when we exposed a stainless steel surface to m ore than one 
tenth m onolayer o f  water vapor, we saw a 1A3 / 2  time dependence of the outgassing rate at 
the very beginning of our outgassing measurement. The outgassing m easurem ent time, t,
given by A2/4D  is smaller than 1 U2 s. For t ?  6 x 102  s, we can expand 1/(A2/4D  + t) as a 
Taylor series o f  X2/4Dt,
spanned from 6 xLQ2 s to 6x10^ s for a typical outgassing run. The characteristic lim e
X  j A u  I- 1 r h u i  { ‘l i s t )  i  t
The outgassing rate Q{i) of zero order for A 2/4D t is,
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Conventionally, Q(t) is expressed in (he following form:
Q{ 0 = (2,5)
where the power a  is the slope o f log  (Q) vs log (t) plot.
The power a  should increase when, (1) we reduce ihc base pressure of the vacuum 
system, which is the pressure prior to  venting the system to a high pressure gas; o r (2 ) we 
increase the amount o f water introduced into the chamber.
In Sec. Ill, we will fit all the data from our outgassing measurements according to 
both Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.4). For exam ple, data from  a 400 m onolayer water exposure are 
fit to
and fit to
The coefficients in Eq. (2.4) for the 400 monolayer run are determined by
X2
■—  CjCt,/2 = I 8 4 x  10 " 10 (Torr / ) 2/c m
L5
It should be noted that Eqs. (2.3), (2.4) and  (2.5) apply to the cases where the diffusion 
coefficient D is  constant over t and x. As the diffusion coefficient is a function o f the 
thermal activation energy and temperature given by®
D ^ D a e - W # .
w ith D0  between 0.01 and 102 cm 3/s, it is required that the temperature T  be kept constant 
during the outgassing period, and the activation energy, AE, and the coefficient, Dc , are 
assum ed to be constant over the spatial variable, x.  The first condition im posed on  the 
temperature is a matter o f  experimental procedure; while the second condition on A E and 
Dq is more subtle. AE and D0  are probably constant w ithin the oxide layer, but they are
certainly a function of x when x approaches the boundary between the oxide layer and 
bulk metal. Nonetheless, we believe that the result is applicable up to  a characteristic time 
given by L2 /D , where L is the oxide layer thickness9. O ur (stainless steel) vacuum  
cham ber surface has an oxide layer ~60 A th ick1, and as we have perform ed the outgassing 
measurement at room temperature, the diffusion coefficient should be very sm all ( < 1 0  20  
cm 2 /s), therefore the data we have taken from  6 x l0 2 s to 6x10* s fit well to Eq. (2.3).
The applicability of Eq. (2.3) is restricted, furtherm ore, to a surface with an oxide 
layer o f  uniform thickness. Under these circumstances, it predicts that if the other material 
dependent properties of the surface arc fixed, the outgassing rate will increase as the 
surface roughness increases. This effect is attributed to the enlargem ent o f  the surface 
adsorption (desorption) area. The roughness dependence o f  outgassing rate is revealed 
experimentally by Suemitsu et al.10, in their recent w ork on a set o f  alum inum  sam ples 
where the oxide thickness was held approximately constant.
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III. EXPERIMENT
F igu re  2.1 shows a schem atic diagram of the test stand  for the outgassing 
m easurem ents. The test cham ber (1 m long, 15 cm in diameter) is fabricated from type 304 
stainless steel with the inner surface electropolished and has a volum e of 16.7 i  and an 
internal surface area of 4747 cm2, A residual gas analyzer (RG A )ig appended to die test 
cham ber is used to sam ple outgassing species through a high conductance path over the 
range o f  10"u - 10"4  Tore, The test cham ber and the RGA cham ber are individually 
pumped by  tw o (JHV com patible, 170 turbomolecular pumps. The pumping speed for 
the test cham ber is throttled to 4,7 i fa  during outgassing measurements by closing a metal- 
sealed va lve  and restric ting  the pum ping through a 1 cm orifice (C l) . The cham ber 
pressure is measured by a nude 13 a yard- AI pert ionization gauge ( 1G 1 ) mounted directly on 
the cham ber. In order to  gel reasonably accurate measurements, the ionization gauge IG1 
is calibrated  against a high accuracy (0 .0 1 %) capacitance m anom eter2 0  installed on an 
appendage to the test cham ber. The m anom eter can also be used to calibrate IG2 near the 
inlet of turbom olecular pum p for the test chamber, IG3 on the RGA chamber and the RGA. 
An appendage gas handling system (G HS) is used for introducing controlled quantities of 
H 20  and N 2  into the main cham ber (Fig. 2.1), This subsystem  consists o f  a mixing
cham ber (60 cm long and 9  cm in diameter) with an internal volume o f  3.8 and a source 
gas line fabricated from 6 mm stainless steel tubing. Specific quantities of H jO and Nj are
mixed in the mixing cham ber and allowed to flaw into tesi cham ber by opening a packless 
valve with an orifice o f  4 mm, A mechanical pump equipped with a liquid nitrogen trap is 
used to evacuate the gas handling system.
The experim ental procedure begins with a vent of the test cham ber to 1 atm of 
am bient a ir  o r  to 1 atm  controlled m ixtures of N 2 and H jG  vapor when the cham ber 
pressure is less than or equal to 5 x 1 0 H Torr. After holding for I hour, the turbomolecular 






















































































28 Torr, which is the vapor pressure of U20  at 2K°C, is defined as ihe starting point (1=0) 
for all the outgassing m easurem ents. A bove this pressure the time dependence o f  the 
system pressure would be determined by the system volume and rough-pumping speed and 
not dependent on H20  outgassing. The EG 1 reading is recorded until the base pressure of
is started (Refer to Appendix A for detailed experimental procedures).
The outgassing rate is determined from the cham ber pressure according to:
13 = /*, £
Substituting into the above equation the values of pumping speed S and area A, which is
where Pj is in the units of Torr.
A pow er law dependence is fitted to the observed outgassing. The form of the 
outgassing is then
where r varies over the observation period of 6 x l {)2 - 6 x 1 0 s s.
Table 2.1 gives the coefficients Q l 0  and the power a  along with the quantity of 
H jO  exposure, if it is known, and the quantity of H 20  being desorbed during the pump- 
down period from 1 to 1 (H minutes in unit of monolayers on ihe geometrical area 
(1 m onolayer = 4747 c m ^ /lx lG ' 15 cm 3 *= 5 x l0 ls molecules, in our case).
5x10 ® T orr is re-attained. Then the system is vented again and the next experim ent cycle
4.7 ( i s  and 4747 cm 2  respectively, gives the following expression for the outgassing rate:
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T able X I, HjO absofjMiofi/dcsorptjan data for various venUng conditions of the stainless steel (304) lest 
chamber,1
Q =Q ,/a Q=dlA1/3+<VtL'3
HjO  desorbed HjO e x p o s e d _______________ _____________________
Trial (ML) (ML) Q]o a qi 90 Venting gases
TO 10 13.21 - 2.67x10^ 1.22 1.96x10* 3.73*10* Ambient air
TO 20 24,91 GOO 8.21x10^ 1.30 4.23xiO-J 3.86x10-* Controlled
T021 21. 88 400 2.R9xlO^ 1.18 3.15xlO> 5.86x10-* mixture
TO22 15,23 200 2,34x10^ 1.19 2.11*10-* 6.11*10-* of HjO/Nj
T023 12.35 100 8.70x10-* L09 L55xlO-> 6.33x10-*
T024 S.35 10 6 .0 lx l0 ’ s 1.09 8.61*10^ 5.89x10-*
T030 4.85 - 1.21x10* 0.97 3.00x10-* 1.40x10* Nj Gases 
(>10 ppm 
HjO)
TO40 0.48 4,61x10-* 0,64 7.05xl0-s 1.10x10’* Highly dried 
Nj gas
aN otcr T he un it fo r the outgassing rate  (Q) is (T o n  ^ /cm 1 s) and the unit o f time (i) is (s).
The follow ing conclusions arc obtained from Table 2 . 1 :
(1) T he pow er a  is a function of the H 20  exposure; a  decreases as ihe l t 20
ex p o su re  decreases. The largest observed value o f a  is 1.3 corresponding to a GOO 
m onolayer H^O exposure. and the smallest value observed ls 0.7, corresponding loveniing 
w ith highly purified  N; .
(2) The quantity of H^O desorbed increases as the HjO exposure increases.
(3) W hen dry nitrogen is used to vent the tesi chamber, the pum p down to the 
base pressure can be achieved raiher quietly  (< 2  hrs); however, not surprisingly it takes a 
Jong time (> 200 hours) for the pressure to return to the base pressure when ihe test
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cham ber surface is exposed to m oist air as a d irect result o f the increased w ater exposure.
The outgassing  rate should be, how ever, u sum o f tw o term s: a l / t 3 / 1  term and  a 
\}tm  term according to Eq. (2.4). So wc use the following form ula to fit our data:
T able 2 .1 lists the two coefficients q, and for our outgassing trials fixed by the data fit. 
Continuing our conclusions:
(4) the slope of the loglQ(i)t] vs log(c) curve changes from (-1/2) to (0) for large 
w a te r doses and changes from (0) to (1/2) for small water doses as lim e goes from 6 * ID2  
to 6 x 1 0 * s (there arc some irregular data points along the curves due to the tem perature 
fluctuation in am bient conditions (±2°C). (Fig, 2.3)
(5) the ( l / t 3^ )  term  coefficient, q j ,  is proportional to the quan tity  o f H 20
absorbed  and the ( 1/ t 1^ 2) term coefficient, q ^  is weakly dependent on the quantity o f 1 12 0
absorbed, as predicted  by the model. (Fig. 2.4)
The large value of q0 for the N2 gas venting trial and the small value o f  q^ , for the 
d ry  N 2  gas venting trial, in com parison with o ther trials as seen in Table 2,1 and Fig. 2.4 
(b), are due to the fact that in the N j gas venting trial we started venting at a base pressure 
o f 6 ,1x10  7 TorT, and in the dry N2 gas venting trial, we started  venting after one day of 
vacuum  baking o f the test cham ber at 100°C. As the ( l / t l/J) outgassing term in our m odel 
com es from the source term with a uniform depth distribution, which is assum ed to be the 
q u an tity  o f w a te r present in the oxide layer prior to ven ting , the coeffic ien t, q 0. is
(Fig, 2.2)
(2 .6 )
which can be rewritten as
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dependent on ike base pressure and whether o r  not the test cham ber is baked prior to 
venting.
The coefficients q, and q 0 fixed by fitting the data can be used to  determ ine the 
constants presented in the model (the density constant C , and C ,^, the length param eter X, 
the diffusion constant D and die roughness factor /  according to the following equations:
f f  <2.7,
^ C 0/  = <70, <2 .B)
or
— ■^  -  S L , ( 2 . 9 )
4 0  C„ <30
X2
—  (2 . 1 0 ) 
Mjt
One example was given in last section for the case of the 400 monolayer H20  exposure.
The activation energy for thermal desorption is determ ined from  the tem perature 
dependence of the outgassing rate. During the course of one outgassing m easurement {the 
800 monolayer 1I 20  exposure trial), when the test cham ber was pum ped to  a pressure o f
1.3x10 s Torr, the w hole system was heated from room tem perature 2H°C to 60°C within 
20 minutes. The pressure at 60°C was 1.2x10 4 Torr, alm ost 10 tim es the pressure at 
The calculated activation energy is -  I eV (I eV=24 kcal/mole), in good agreem ent 
with previous estim ates12 and measurements . 31
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O '
5 10 15 20
H20  a b s o r b e d  monolayers
H fi. 2,4, T he rela tionsh ip  betw een ihe (1 /t3 2^) tem i coefficient, q )t and ihe quantity o f  
H aO  ab so rbed , a lo n g  w iih ihe re la tio n sh ip  betw een the (1 /t1^ )  lerm 
coeffic ien t, q^, and  the quantity  o f  H 20  absorbed, for type 104 stainless steel 
at am bient tem peratures 2H°C.
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I V .  CONCLUDING REMARKS ON MODEL 1 AND THE SUPPORTING 
MEASUREMENTS
O ur first m odel for the outgassing from m etal surfaces (o r more precisely , the 
ou tgassing  o f w ater from metals with passivation ox ide layers) predicts that the outgassing 
ra te  is proportional to  the num ber o f H 2 0  molecules adsorbed onto the surface or absorbed
w ith in  the near surface region o f  the metal. The m odel assumes that the source distribution 
fu n c tio n  for w ater outgassing  is  com posed o f tw o  terms: (I) a uniform d istribu tion , 
presum ably  form ed as the metal w as cooled from a liquid melt in am bient conditions, and
(2 ) a distribution centered on the m etal surface as a result of atmospheric pressure exposure 
to  hum id  air, The m odel quantitatively  predicts the observed pow er law dependence for 
ou tgassing , where Q  = Q 10 t '“ , w ith  a  near unity for typical am bient air exposures. It is 
show n that the value o f a  tends tow an l 0.5 for the lim it of dry gas exposures, and tends 
to w ard  1.5 for large w ater exposures <>600 m onolayers).
The model is presently too  sim plistic to predict much about the dependence of 
ou tgassing  on the properties o f the passivation oxide layer, since this layer is characterized 
in the m odel simply as a thin layer (w ith a thickness small com pared to the m acroscopic 
d im ensions o f the system ), and a diffusion constant, D, which is spatially invariant w iihin 
the ox ide layer. Nonetheless, the present model should  predict the outgassing behavior for 
tim es less than a characteristic tim e given by L 2/D , where L is the oxide thickness.
The model predicts that the total number o f absorbed H^Q molecules, and hence the
resu ltin g  outgassing load at am bient conditions, can be reduced by ( 1 ) reducing the w ater 
con ten t o f  the venting gas; (2) reduction of the adsorption area (surface roughness factor);
(3) reduction  o f the diffusion co n stan t (i.e. by producing a defec t-free , non porous, 
passivation oxide layer).
Surfaces w ith  low su rface  roughness, resu lting  from soph istica ted  su rface  
trea tm en ts , such as m irror-polishing and electro polishing, should show com paratively
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tow er outgassing rates if the comparison is made with equivalent passivation oxide layer 
properties and thickness, such as the recent study o f  polished alum inum  surfaces by 
Sueniitsu. el a L 9  However, a more dram atic effect on outgassing at am bient conditions is 
affected  by significantly reducing the w ater content of the venting gases. This latter 
observation is consistent with long standing practice in vacuum technology that has been 
quantitatively  verified by the measurements in this study, and a recent m easurem ent by 
Ishim am , et a h , 12 that show s pumping times reduced to  m inutes for a vacuum  system 
vented to  extrem ely dry (<ppb H 20 )  Na gas.
CHAPTER 3: WATER OUTGASSING OF AN \}x  SOURCE {MODEL 2)
I. INTRODUCTION
F o r a w ell-defined an d  pre-evacuatcd m etal surface, the ou tgassing  rate follow ing 
an exposu re  to atm osphere o r  H jG  depends on the following exposu re  conditions: the 
partial pressure of the H jO  exposure, the exposure duration, and the surface tem perature. 
In the previous chapter, we m easured the room  temperature outgassing rates o f  a stainless 
steel (type 304) e lec tropo lished  surface after standard one hour o f  room  tem peratu re  
ex p o su res  to  H jO  and N 2  m ix tu res at various hum idities. T he dependence  o f  ihe 
outgassing rate on the H jO  exposure was dem onstrated. The current w ork has extended the 
prev ious outgassing  m easurem ents to  m ultip le tem peratures (310-390K ) an d  exposure 
durations (3-600 min). To discount the effect o f  a carrying gas (N 2 ) on H 2 O  adsorption, 
the lest surface was exposed to  a  1 aim H jO /N 2 m ixture wiih an initial 1 IjO  partial pressure 
o f  10 M O  T o n . We subsequently  sim plified our experim ental procedure, and focused our 
aiteniion to  exposures 1 0  pure H 2 O  (from  10 M O  Torr) instead o f  to  H 2O /N 2  m ixtures. 
W e found that the absolute outgassing rate is reduced by somewhat less than tw o orders o f  
m agnitude w hen the partial pressure o f  the H 2 O  exposure decreases by four orders o f 
m agnitude. C orrespondingly, the slope of log(Q )-Iog(t) plot decreases from 1,2 to 0 .7 , 
The carry ing  Nj gas appears to  have little effect on  the H 2O adsorption.
F o r the m easurem ents reported  in this study, sufficient d eg assin g  o f  the test 
cham ber has taken place prior to each exposure so  lhai the contributions from any previous 
H jO  exposures is reduced to  a  negligible value. The H jO  source that is responsible for the 
o bserved  short-term  (< K P m in )  outgassing is the H jO  that has filled  the p rev iously
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depleted absorbed phase during the quantitative H2 O  exposures. The adsorption rate 
according to  the results of adsorption measurements is proportional to l / ta  where to is the 
elapsed time after the li^O  is admitted to the system, Given the fact that the exposure time 
is finite, the absorbed phase within the entire oxide layer is expected to be in non- 
equilibrium with the gas phase. The non-equilibrium is revealed by the non-uniform H 2O 
distribution in the bulk solid. In the previous chap ter a com bination o f  a G aussian 
distribution and a uniform term had been used to approxim ate the non-uniform source 
distribution. This model predicts an outgassing rate that is a summation of a 1/t3^  term and 
a 1 / t1*  term, and qualitatively  explains the 1 /t time dependence observed in most 
outgassing measurements. However, the nonlinearity this m odel predicts in the tog(Q)- 
log(t) plot is larger than what is observed. The slope of the log(Q)-log(t) plot for a given 
set of outgassing data remains constant for a Jong observation period (1 - IQ3  in in). A more 
realistic function to approxim ate the sorbed H 2O  concentration is the function ( l / j t ) * ,  
where the param eter e is always positive as the H jO  concentration decreases with the 
spatial variable x. Diffusion-limited desorption of this H^O source predicts an outgassing 
rate proportional to ( l / t / l+£^ 2f which has the same form as frequently observed. O ur 
outgassing data has shown that the power law exponents cr and c decrease as the H jO  
exposure decreases. This means that when the surface is exposed to II2 O  at lower 
pressures, the H2O molecules within the bulk distribute less steeply. Exposing the surface 
to  H jO  at higher tem peratures fo r longer periods will a lso  result in less steeper 
distributions. The H 2 O concentration described by fl /  jt)£ has been verified by SIMS 
depth profile measurements o f  labeled (H^O18).
II. EXPERIMENT
The apparatus for the outgassing measurements in this chapter is sim ilar to  that 
described in the previous chapter (See Fig, 2,1). For most of the outgassing trials in this
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chapter, the test cham ber is vented to M^O instead of the mixtures of H jO  and nitrogen. 
T he experim ental procedure starts with an exposure o f the test cham ber, which is 
previously pumped down to <, 1 x 1 01 Torr. to H 2O  partial or total pressures ranging from 
10 T orr to  1 mTorr. After holding for a given time (ty min), we opened the 15 cm ID high 
vacuum valve between the lest cham ber and the running turbo pump (Refer to Appendix A 
for detailed experimental procedures).
The cham ber pressure is measured as a function of ihe pumping time by a calibrated 
ionization gauge as in the previous chapter, The outgassing rate is determined from the 
cham ber pressure according to
Q = (Torr ijcru1 s), <3.2.1)
1 0 0 0  V300
where P | is the cham ber pressure (Torr), and T  is the system temperature (K), Fig. 3.1 
presents a typical set o f  outgassing data.
T ab le  3.1 lists  the resu lts of all the outgassing tria ls  perform ed on the 
electropolished stainless steel test chamber after various exposures. Since a baked surface 
and an unbaked surface after exposure to IfjG  or H jO /N j have almost same results in the 
short-tem r (< K)3  m in) outgassing rates, as shown in Fig, 3.1, we have not specified in 
Table 3.1 this pretreatm ent. The form of the outgassing is Q(t) = Qia?ia where 1 is the
outgassing time in min as a result of the linear 1og(Q)-log(l) plot. The quantity o f  H 2O 
desorbed in units of monolayers (ML) on the geometrical area (1 ML = 4747 cm2/  UIO 15 
cm 2  = 5*10 18 m olecules) is obtained by integrating the outgassing curve over the pump- 
down lim e from 1 to 103 min. A conversion factor (equal to 5x104 -T and defined as 
num ber o f  Torr t  corresponding to 1 ML of H2 O molecules) has been used in obtaining 
the num ber of monolayers desorbed.
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Table 3.L. E13Q adsorption/desorption data far various exposure conditions or the stainless-steel (304) lesi
chamber. Note: The unit for the outgassing rale (Q) is (Torr f/cn t1 s) and the unit of time (0 is min. 
Cj ^  is the product of the surface concentration (at- % ) and the depth 0  (atomic layers).









C j0 £ <tA
(ML)
110 8.0 60 1.12X10"6 1.17 8.45 139.8 1.34 9,46
310 8,0x10° 1 1.95x10° 1.11 1.77 25.3 1,21 2,16
310 S.GxlO'1 60 3.44x10° 1.09 3,26 44.8 1.18 4.64
310 8.0x10-' 500 3 .B lx l0 ° 1.03 4.35 49.3 1.07 5.66
310 1.2x10-' 60 1.12xJ0“t 0,97 1,63 14.3 0.93 2.25
310 1.2x10-1 60 4.11x10-* 0.B5 0.94 4.8 0,69 1.41
310 2.4x10-’ 60 Z.OOxtO"* 0,76 0,65 2.1 0.53 1.03
310 8.0x10"* 60 1.40x10-* 0,72 0,54 1.4 0.45 0.88
310 8.0 3 6.83*10° 1,23 4.36 79,1 1.46 4.37
310 8.0x10-' 3 2.51x10"T 1.16 1.94 31,6 1.32 2,21
310 1.2x10-' 3 1.05x10° 1.01 1.28 13,8 1.03 1.73
310 t.2xl 0 '1 3 3.76x10-* 0.90 0,70 4.6 0.80 (.01
310 8.0x10° 3 1.18x10-* 0.79 0.35 1.3 0.56 0.54
350 8.0 60 4.43x(G ° 1.07 4,54 57.8 1.13 5.76
350 8,0x10-' 60 1.50x10° 0.95 2,30 18.8 0.90 3.23
350 4.0x10"' 2 8.31x10-* 0.99 1.09 10.6 0.99 1.47
350 4.0x10-’ 60 1.31x10° 0.94 2.10 164 0.88 2.96
350 4 .0x10 ' 300 1,02x10° 0.85 2.28 11.9 0.70 3.42
350 1.2x10-' 60 6,29x10"* 0.87 L33 7.4 0.73 1.97
350 1 .2x10° 60 2.40x10-* 0.77 0.74 2.6 0,55 1.17
350 8.0x10-* 60 1.05x10** 0.71 0.43 1.) 0.42 0.70
390 8,0 60 3.50x10° 1.05 3,74 45.6 L.ll 4,80
390 8 .0x10 ' 3 6.97x10-' 0,96 1,03 8.8 0,92 1.43
390 8,0x10"' 60 1,16x10-* 0,91 2.03 14.3 0.83 2.91
390 8.0x10-1 600 8.63x10** 0.81 2.27 9.7 0.62 3.49
390 1,6x10-' 60 519x10-* 0.81 1.37 5.9 0.62 2.10
390 S.OxlO*1 60 4.01x10-* 0.79 1.14 4.4 0,59 1,77
390 1.2x10° 60 2.09x10"' 0.74 0 75 2.2 0.48 1.20
310 9.31 60 8.13x10° l .l l 7,35 105.2 1.22 8.93
310 J,27 60 3,15x10° 1.01 3.96 40,8 1.01 5.30
310 1.7x10-' 60 1,49x10° 0.97 2.15 18.9 0.93 2.98
310 2.4x10° 60 8,85xl0° 0.92 1.52 10.9 0.84 2.17
310 3 ,3x10 ’ 60 4.20x10° 0.89 0.81 5.1 0,78 1.18
310 4.5x10-* 60 2.30x10° 0.88 0.45 2.7 0.77 0.66

















i c r 6
e
O 1 Q  7
1 C f  8
1 o - 9
1 O ' 10 
10-11
1 0 °  1 0 1 102 1 0 3 104 105
Time (minutes)
T Po *0
1 Baked. 310 8-0 60
2 Boked, 310 O.fi 60
3 Unbolted, 310 0 .8 6 0 —
4 Baked. 310 0.12 s o
5 Baked, 310 I .2 x 1 0 " ! 60
6 Baked. 310 8 .0*10“ * 60
Fig, 3.1. Typical outgassing m easurem ents for different H^O exposure pressures in a 
log(Q) vs. Jog(t) plot.
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The relations between the H jO  desorbed (q^)  and the initial partial or the total 
exposure pressure (p 0 ) o f l i 2O, show n in Fig. 3.2, can be expressed as
0 - 2  2 )
where the constant K and the exponent n are given Fig. 3.2.
The quan tity  o f HjO desorbed, qD (ML), is also a function o f the exposure 
duration, to (min)
<Id =  + (3.2.3)
w here a3 and b2 are constants (Fig. 3.3). If we assum e that a fraction (1 /tO  o f the 
adsorbed H jO  is desorbed during the period o f outgassing, which is from 1 to lO3  min, the 
adsorption rate derived from the desorption data is then given by
# 4  =  ^ .  (3 .2 .4)
dtQ h
where d ^ / d t g  is the quantity (ML) adsorbed per minute and ^  is the exposure time (min).
The adsorption can be d irectly  measured by m onitoring the pressure in the test 
cham ber during exposures to H jO  with the capacitance m anom eter (a Baratron gauge). 
The H iO  vapor is first allowed to flow to the test chamber until a given pressure is reached 
and then the test cham ber is iso lated  from the H ;0  flow. The lime evolution of the 
pressure (p^), as show n in Fig. 3.4, can be expressed as
/ 3 <, =  a t - b )  log(r0 ),
where tq and b, are constants.
(3 .2 .5)
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The starting point ( t^^fl ) for adsotption m easurements is defined as the time when
the admission o f H jO  vapor to the test cham ber is initiated. The absolute value o f  the 
derivative of py overtg  m ultiplied by the volume o f the test cham ber (16.7 f )  and d iv ided  
by w 0  yields the adsorption rate (MlVtnin)
= (3 .2 .6 )
dr0 wa ta
C om bining the two expressions for the adsorption rate [Eqs. (3.2.4) and (3-2.6)), w e have 
the ratio  of the quantity o f  H jO  adsorbed and the quantity desorbed
v = 1617frL_ ( 3 2 7 J
“ 0 * 2
The values of the ratio v \ along with the values o f constants a jt b (l a2, and b2, are listed  in 
T ab le 3.2.
The values of the ratio v lie in range between 2 and 3. This means that the quantity  
desorbed  during the period between 1 min and Ifr1 min is less than one half o f the quantity  
adsorbed. Front the fact that the outgassing rate at t = Hf1 min is almost the sam e us the 
ou tgassing  rate before the exposure, it is believed that m ost o f  the H^G ad so rb ed  is 
rem oved in the 10* min o f  pump-down. Therefore, we conclude that more than one half of 
the I IjO  adsorbed has been desorbed in the first min o r pum p-dow n. We will com e back 


















(c )  p0 -  0 .93  -  0 .024 logftfl)
(b) p0 -  0 .52 -  0.018 iog(t0) —
0 .6 5  -  0,015 iog(t0) —
0 21
t0 (minutes )
the pressure in the test cham ber as a function of time during 
iffencnt conditions: (a) T =310K , (in itia l) Torr; (b)
pfli=0.5 Torr, (c) T =390K , (initial) p0 ^ O 8  Torr.
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T a b le  3.2. C om parison o f adsorption and desorption measurements,
E xposure conditions A dsorption Desorption
Ratio
VT  (K) Po (T o n )
310 0 . 8 0 .9 3 0.024 1.64 1 . 0 0 2*40
350 0,4 0 .52 0 . 0 1 8 0.97 0.57 3,15
390 0 . 8 0.H4 0.018 0 . 8 6 0.55 3.27
HI. WATER DISTRIBUTIONS AND OUTGASSING RATES
The o u tg a ss in g  rate at a given time is determ ined solely by the H jO  molecular 
d istribu tion  w ith in  the passivation oxide layer provided the diffusion process dominates in 
the outgassing, and  that the diffusion coefficient is constant over time and spatial variables. 
T h is has been dem onstra ted  in C hapter 2 , where we derived the outgassing rate based on 
an assum ed EI? 0  source concentration, consisting of a Gaussian exponential funciion and a 
uniform  term. T he general solution to the one-dim ensional diffusion equation, given the 
initial concentration, can  be expressed as (See Appendix B)
T ^r) = ------1 -  DV1 (3 .3 .1)
6 0 -2 V ff (D O * 2 Jo
w here T  is defined  as the num ber o f molecules coming out of a unii surface area/unit time 
(T o n  f /c m 2  s), u U the volume density o f the sorbed gas (Torr £/cm 2), D is the diffusion 
coeffic ien t (cm 2/m in ) assum ed constant over the spatial variable and time, and t is in min, 
A fac to r o f GO has been in troduced  as the unit o f the outgassing rate is (Torr f /c m 2 s) 
instead  o f  (Torr ^ /c m 2 min.)
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The H 2O  distribution in our present paper is assumed to be
(3 .3 .2 )
where x  is the distance away from  the surface (cm ), is the surface density o f the sorbed
param eter that indicates the rate at which the H 2O  concentration falls o ff with jr. T he  total
the geometrical area.
Substitu ting in to  Eq. (3 .3 .1) the H jO  distribution  u ( j t ) which is given in Kq.
(3.3.2), and m ultiplying ihe result by the surface roughness facior /  gives an expression 
for the outgassin g ra te  traditionally defined as the num ber o f  m olecules com ing out o f a unit 
geom etrical surface area per unit time (Toit t fc m 2 s)
gas (Ton  ^ /c m 5), 0  is defined as the equilibrium  range (cm ) within which the absorbed 
phase is in quasi-equilibrium  with the gas phase, and £ is a d im ensionless positive
am ount ( T o it  £) o f  absorbed H jO  m olecules, w hich is assum ed to be confined to a layer 
that is L (cm ) in thickness, per cm 3 o f geometrical surface area is
(3 .3 .3 )
and for c = 0 ,
(3 .3 .4 )
w here /  is the surface roughness factor, defined as the ratio  o f the actual surface area  to
( 1 2 0  V^ ) ! * 1
where
R n ) =  I™z"~le~2d z . 
Jo
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In the case o f  £=0, we have
C->6f 01Q(t) = ^ L ,  ( » ■ ? - ,  (3.3.6)
}2()t 4 D
Equation (3.3.5) shows that the slope of the log(Q )-tog(i) plot a=(i + e)f2. From this 
relation and the measured values of the slope a ,  the exponent c  is easily determined. The 
resu lts show that the exponent c is a lw ays positive, describ ing  the H jO  source 
concentration decreasing with the spatial variable x.  Since the relation Q = £?10/ t °  holds
from t — I min, it is reasonable to assum e that the characteristic time in Eqs. (3.3.5) and
(3.3.6) given by $ 2 /4D  is equal to 0.1 min. A nother characteristic time is given by L2/4D 
where L is the thickness of the layer w ith in  which the adsorbed H ?0  m olecules are 
confined. This time indicates when m ost o f  the adsorbed H^O m olecules have been 
depleted from the bulk solid by the process o f  diffusion, As the outgassing rate is restored 
to its original value prior io exposure (i.e., at I » 1 0 1 min after pump-down is started) the 
lime given by L2/4D  can be considered 104  times larger than the time given by 0 2/4D and 
thus L=102 p . W ith the surface roughness factor assum ed to be equal to  3 for the 
clectropolished stainless steel surface2 2  we are investigating, the product of C 2 0 , where 
C j is in units of (atom ic) percent (1  percent = 3 x l0  2 T Torr and 0  is in units of
atom ic layers, can be determ ined from  the values o f  the m easured outgassing rates 
according to Eq. (3.3,5). The upper lim it for the surface concentration C i is 100%, 
corresponding to the case where ihe surface is completely covered by H^O molecules. 
From the values of the product C 2 ^ \ the quantity o f adsorbed H^O can be calculated
according to  Eq, (3,3.3) given the thickness L  equal to 1O2 0 . The results are com piled in 
the righ t colum ns o f  T able 3.1. 'Hie values o f  the product increase with H 2 O
exposure and duration, but decrease with the surface temperature.
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The theoretical quantity o f H2O adsorbed, as seen in Table 3 .1 , is generally larger 
than the quantity desorbed during the interval I - l(P m in. It is believed that most o f the 
H jO  inside the slab Ck jr < 0  is rem oved in the first 0 2/4D  min o f pum p-down. By the 
time t= l min, which is about 1 0  tim es the time given by 2/4D, m ost o f  the H jO  within 
the slab 3 0  (cm) thick could have been desorbed at a rate too com plicated to be expressed 
analytically. So the H jO  desorbed after t= l min is from the region that is at least 3 0 (cm) 
away from surface, am ounting to an accountable fraction of the total H 2O in the oxide 
layer.
A direct determ ination o f H 2O distribution profile is provided by secondary ion
mass spectrometry (SIM S) with a labeled ad so rb en t H 2O 19, It is assum ed that the
H jO 18  m olecular d istribution is identical to  the ,80  depth profile  from the SIM S
measurement. The SIMS depth profile for a sample that has been exposed to 8.0 Tore o f 
H jO te vapor for 10 hours and to atm ospheric air for 100 days at 300K is shown in Fig.
3.5. The HzO 18 in the region up to 25 atomic layers is pumped out during the evacuation 
o f the SIMS cham ber to  achieve a vacuum required by SIMS measurements. T he data in 
the m onotonically  decreasing  portion  o f the depth  can be fit to the equation  
w(x) =  (3 7 5 ± 7 l)( l/.* ) l 63:t005p which has the same form as Eq. (3.3.2) for Jt »  pand 
thus we have
C2 0 f =  375± 71  and £ = 1.65, (3 .3 .7)
where C2 is in the units o f percent and 0  is in the units o f atomic layers. From Table 3.1, 
the product C 20  for the H 2 O exposure o f 8.0 Tore is around 140. Com bining the results 
o f outgassing m easurem ents and SIMS profile measurements, we have $ = 4.5 atom ic 



























































IV.  CONCLUDING REMARKS ON MODEL 2 AND SUPPORTING 
MEASUREMENTS
W e conclude the following from the measurements and modeling o f  HjO adsorption 
and outgassing from stainless steel presented in this chapter:
(1) Extensive vacuum  bakeout at 430K apparently has little effect on the short­
term ( 1 0 3  min) outgassing rates o f  a surface after it is re-exposed to H2O vapor or IIjO/N; 
mixture,
(2) When the system is pumped down at the same temperature as the exposure 
tem perature, the outgassing rate varies by a factor o f  2  when the temperature differs by 
40K for exposures to identical H 2O  partial pressures and duration,
(3) The dependence o f  the desorbed H jO  on the H 2O  partial pressure during 
exposures can be expressed as go=K p(,n, where the value o f  n is about 0.25. This means
that a  10-fold reduction o f  the H jO  exposure will halve the quantity of H 2O desorbed, as 
well as the outgassing rate,
(4) The quantity o f  H2O  desorbed depends on the exposure duration according 10  
^£>-a2 + b 2 log(t[)K where to is the exposure duration. This relation is verified by the
m easured time dependence of the adsorption rate.
(5) The outgassing  rates are identical fo r exposures to pure H 2 O  vapor and 
exposures to H 2O /N 2 mixtures with the same quantity  o f  H 2O . The background nitrogen 
gas appears not to affect the adsorption of H^O.
(6 ) The slope o f  the log(Q) - log(t) plot, denoted as a ,  decreases as the exposure 
and pum p-dow n tem perature increases, as the H iO  partial pressure during exposure 
decreases, or as the exposure duration increases.
(7) We have derived the outgassing equation Q -  Q}<,fta based on the diffusion 
of the sorbed 11*0 with a concentration given by u ( j )  =  C ^ / x  + 0 ) f . The SIMS depth 
profile of O 18 for a sam ple that has exposed to H 2 O l 8  has verified the assum ed UjO
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distributions. T h e  results o f  our outgassing m e a s u r e m e n t s  and the SIM S m easurem ents 
show  that the atom ic percentage o f  K iO  m olecules near the surface is about 30% and the 
penetration dep th  0  is about 4 lim es the d iam eter o f a H 2 O m olecule for a normal 
atmospheric exposure.
CHAPTER 4. WATER OUTGASSING FROM POROUS METAL 
OXIDES (MODEL 3)
I. INTRODUCTION
Must outgassing  m odels have been focused on the process o f  adsorbed (or 
absorbed) water m olecules desorbing fm m  surfaces while assuming an initial w ater source 
distribution. A m ong diffusion m odels, D ay ton’s m odel12 proposed a uniform  coverage 
along individual pores o f  various diam eters and a fixed length. O ur first tw o m odels in 
C hapter 2 and 3 assum ed overall non-uniform  initial water concentrations inside oxide 
layers and derived  the outgassing  rate expressions w ithout taking in to  account the 
m icroscopic structure o f  m etal oxides. Surface desorption m odels1 5 ' 16 started  with a 
known coverage on surfaces (either boundary or extended) and obtained outgassing rate 
expressions for surfaces with a coverage dependent activation energy of adsorption.
This chapter w ill present a model on w ater adsorption and a third model on water 
outgassing based on a simplified metal oxide structure. We will assume that the oxide layer 
consists o f  cylindrical microscopic pores o f  various length ( f )  and diam eter (a^,) and each
pore has an opening to the outer surface of the oxide layer. We will also assum e that the
2
pore length distribution is inversely proportional to t  and the diam eter distribution is 
inversely proportional to (ttm-a ) 2 (where a is the H jO  molecule diam eter, equal to  3 x 1 0  
cm). The inner surfaces of these micropores provide m olecular sites for H 2O  adsorption. 
Due to  the small pore cross-section, the possibility  of a water m olecule in the gas phase 
directly impacting on to  inner sites during an exposure is neglected. The H 2O  coverage on 
inner sites is thus a result of diffusion from the pore outlet. After solving the coverage and
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statistically  averaging the quantity o f w ater adsorbed  by individual pores, we have 
num erically obtained the adsorption quantity. The result shows that the adsorption quantity 
is linearly dependent on the logarithm of the exposure time as observed in Chapter 3.
Continuing water outgassing modeling, we will show  that w hen the adsorption 
reaches equilibrium  or saturation (i.e., when the coverage over any m olecular sites is the
j
same as the surface coverage), the H2 0  concentration is proportional to 1 f x  due to the 1/ 1 
pore length  d istribu tion . O ur second model in C hap ter 3 show s that this type o f 
concentration will give rise to an outgassing rate decaying as 1/t with time. A complete 
expression  o f the outgassing rate will be derived  by averaging the outgassing from 
individual pores over ihe length and diameter distributions. This statistical approach was 
first used by D ayton 12 in his outgassing model, where he averaged the ouigassing over a 
spectrum  o f  diffusion constants with the pore length fixed. O ur m odeling results show 
good agreem ent with the measurements of the w ater outgassing rate from a stainless steel 
surface following water exposures from 1x10 3 T ort to 10 T o n .
II . A D S O R P T IO N
We define die pore density p  as the number o f pores per cm 2 o f geom etrical outer 
surface area o f the oxide layer. The distribution o f  pores over diam eter is such that the 
proportion o f pores with a given diameter (am) is given by h\X)itX.  w here A = am- a .  
T he function h'(A) is referred  to as the pore d iam eter distribution and satisfies the 
normalizing condition
where A and A are the maximum and minimum differences between pore diameter 
and H^G molecular diameter, respectively.
(4.2.1)
4b
The diameter distribution, assum ed to be inversely proportional to the square o f the
diameterdiffcnenee, can be expressed as
A
(4 .2 .2 )
where =
The average diam eter difference is given by
(4 .2 .3 )
The molecules inside pores are constantly desorbing and re>adsorbing while the probability 
o f collision with each o th e r is negligible as the mean free path  is m uch la rg e r than the 
diam eter o f  pores. I h e  lateral distance a molecule moves du ring  a cycle o f  desorp tion  and 
re*adsorption is approximately equal to half o f  ihe difference betw een the pore d iam eter and 
m olecule diam eter. S ince the lime fo r one cycle is essen tia lly  the residence tim e, the 
diffusion constant can be expressed a s 12
D =
4
(4 ,2 .4 )
w here  ra is the residence time. The d istribution  o f s ite s  o v e r the d iffusion  constant 
corresponding to the 1/ X 2 diameter distribution is





The average diam eter difference betw een a pore and a w ater m olecule can be 
expressed in terms of Dmi„ and Dm„  as
£  = ^ V ^ ln<Dni«/M nin)- (4 .2 .6)
The pore length distribution will be assumed to be inversely proportional to the pore length
'a
squared ( t  )
(4.2.7)




The average pore length is given by
(4 .2 .8)
Suppose that one H jO  molecule occupies an area o f  a2  (where a is the diam eter o f  an 11 ^ 0  
molecule). The number of molecular sites per cm on the inner surface o f  an individual pore 
is then equal to t t k fa 2 . The num ber of m olecular sites within a distance o f  x  from ihe 









Substituting Eq. (4.2.7) into Eq. (4.2.10b) yields
M (A,j: )=  ^ • {c[ ( l - j / t h, „ )  + ta ( j : / in.i„)]. (4 .2 .10V )
W e will assume that previous evacuations have depleted  all m o lecu la r sites on the inner 
surfaces o f pores. W hen the surface is exposed to  H 2 O vapor, H^O m olecules will first 
adsorb on the surface m olecular sites and then Fill the deeper m olecu lar sites by diffusion. 
The diffusion length by definition is given by V 4D r , O n the first order o f  approxim ation, 
the coverage of H jO  on the m olecular sites within the diffusion length from the surface is 
equal to the surface coverage f?0 and the coverage beyond the d iffusion  length is equal to 0.
The num ber of m olecules adsorbed is the number o f  m olecular sites within the diffusion 
length multiplied by the surface coverage.
For 1 < L ^ ^ j A D ,  ihe adsorption quantity (in Torr I fc m 1) is equal to
q ^ D j ) =  UV4D7, (4,2.11)






v ftain )  m
(4 .2 .12 )
If Lm aA »Lmin, Eq. (4.2.12) can be rewritten as
qaiO,t) = kXg0 1 + In
V 4D7"|
^min /
(4 .2 .13 )
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For i > L ^ ^ f A D  , tlie adsorption quantity is
qa{D, t) = I n ^ J Z * ^ ). (4.2.14)
The exact adsorption quantity can be obtained by solving the coverage from the following 
diffusion equation and boundary conditions:
3 & = d 2d  
d t  1 7
(4 .2 .15)
and
flfjr.t.fj = 0O, J  = 0
f U .  >
ox
at t^O, (4.2.16)
where in Eq. (4.2,16) we have assum ed that the coverage at ihe surface is given and that 
the H jO  molecules can not diffuse beyond the end o f  pores into the solid bulk. The surface 
coverage depends on the system tem perature and the pressure o f  II2O  vapor the surface is 
exposed to.
The G reen’s function o f  the mixed boundary-valued diffusion problem is given
by23
, y, t -1 1 (jt ~ — n ■ 4 f )G {x ,x ,/ - 1 1 = y  j e x p ----------------------
\  4 0 ( , - o  ,
x - x ' - )* 'j f  (x + x '~  n -A/)1>l  ------------------ exp ---------------
+ exp - e x p
{
\
( x -  x + { t \  + \ j2 ) A t ) 2 
4 D ( r - r ' )
4 D i t - f )
. (4.2.17)
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The coverage as a solution o f Ihe boundary-valued problem is given by
0{jc, U )  =  o £  0o(r ')
dG(x,x
dx' dt‘. (4 ,2 ,18)
If the surface adsorption coverage Oo is constant, the coverage distribution will be
w hich is much less than one for either or £ < f .  Figure 4.1 plots fl(jr = t , £ ,0 f8 a as
the contribution from  high order term s (n>10) is negligible. The saturation time when 
8(x -  £,%,t)f80 reaches unity is about £V4D for pores o f length I .
C onsidering that the coverage for the first layer (x < a) is always Gq and the 
coverage d istribu tion  described  above starts after the firsi layer, we can express the 
adsorption quantity by pores with given length and diameter as
e r f c U / £ ) - £ H ) ft erfc(
where £ = V 4D r, The bracketed term f o r n » l  can be approximately expressed as
QntfZy
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Averaging Eq. (4.2.20) over pore length , we have




Figure 4.2 plots rj(£ ) with the m inim um  and m aximum pore Lengths equal to 3a
g
and  1000a (where a - 3 x ! 0  cm), respectively . The adsorption curve has three 
distinguishable regions and can be approxim ated by a continuous curve described by the 
following equations, which are similar to  Eqs, (4.2.11), (4.2.13), and (4.2,14):
TJ(£) = £ /V £  + d, (4 .2 .22 )
»?(£> = %  + So ■ (4 .2 .23 )
and t e S z l n n *  <4 -2 -2 4 >
when: 5| ( <52 p and tfo an: to deteimined.
The continuities o f  T]{£) audits first derivative at £ = SlLmin yield
£ | -  Vff^o/^iuin ■<
and = g0[l -  Lti(V*)] + a .
T he continuity o f  ;?(£) at £ = 8 2L mM^  y ie ld s
S2 = 5 ,/c x p (H -d /g 0).
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F or L,nin «  Ljn,!,, the norm alization factor g o ^ L ^ ,, and we have 5 i - V jt an d  
&i ~ V ff/exp (l+ a /go).
The total adsorption quantity is given by
<iaU)= \°™'qaU,D)k(D)dD. (4 .2 ,25)
As k{D) =
A 0ln(D m„ / D min)
from Eq, (4,2.6), we can rewrite Eq. (4.2.25) as
J(D = 2 U j
?imn £
(4.2,26)
where and — -^4 min^  ■
When £ t < ( S ^ ^ / A D ^  the qa{D,t) in Eq. (4 .2 ,26) is
given by Eq. (4.2.23) and the adsorption quantity in Lhis lime range is
^ ( 0  = 0 ai + — - + In
Ho
(4 .2 .27)
w here 0  = tAg0 . The slope of qa(i) versus log(t) plot in the linear region is equal to 
0 ln ( lO )/2  according to Eq. (4.2.27),
Differentiating Eq. (4.2.27), we have the adsorption rate
ya{t} ~ 0 /2 r ,  (4 ,2 ,28)
in the time region o f ( t < (
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The saturated adsorption quantity when t > ( )2/ 4Dmi * is given by
qa (saturated) = 01 n(JLkl, „ / £ miri). (4 .2 .29 )
The entire adsorption curve after averaging over D  is plotted in Fig. 4.3, where we have 
assumed for dem onstration that Lmin=3a (cnt), Lm^slOOOa (cm) and Dmin=a2/ ] 0  (cm /&), 
Dmui=10a2 (cm 2/s). The average pore length for the given range o f  pore length is equal to 
5.23x]O'7 cm , a number comparable to the oxide thickness.2
In Chapter 3, we have measured the adsorption quantity by m easuring the pressure 
drop after a certain am ount of H jO  was introduced into a prev iously  evacuated  test 
chamber. The pressure t seconds after the surface is exposed to H^O vapor, according to 
mass conservation, is given by
= m . m )
where po is the initial pressure (Torr), A is the geometrical surface area o f  ihe test cham ber 
(cm ), V is the volume o f the cham ber (Liters). Substituting the values of surface area A, 
volume V, which are 4747 cm 2, 16.7 £,  respectively, we can rewrite Eq, (4.2,30) as
P({) = Po - 2 8 4  qa{t). (4 .2 .31 )
The slope o f  the straight line portion in the p(t) versus log(t) plot is equal to  327 0 ,  
according to Eq, (4.2,27) and Eq. (4,2,31). The requirem ent that the surface coverage and 
live pressure be constant during exposure have limited our adsorption m easurem ents within 
the high pressure range where the pressure drop due to adsorption is m uch sm aller than the 
pressure. In Fig, 3.4 (a) (Chapter 3), the recorded pressure drop was 0,08 Torr w hile the
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exposure pressure was about 0 ,9  Torr. The linear relation between qa and log(t) derived in
0.024. Thus, for ihe 0.9 Torr H jO  room tem perature exposures, the product 0  is equal lo 
7 .34x10  5 Tore f /c m 2,
III. OUTGASSING
In Chapter 3, we have derived the l/< outgassing rate by assuming an essentially 
\}x concentration distribution at the beginning o f evacuation. This type o f concentration is 
actually a direct result o f  the 1 /t 2 pore length distribution if the coverage over the molecular 
sites is uniform.
Assuming that all pores align in the normal direction o f  the outer surface, which 
varies from point to point due to the surface roughness, the H 2O  molecular concentration is
where to is exposure time.
In the case of saturation where 9(x,t0J )  is uniform (equal to 0O), Eq. (4,3.1) can 
be rewritten as
this model continued up to 5x104 seconds and the slope o f  ihe pressure curve is equal to
(4 .3 .1)
C ( j)  =  *Ag0 % 2 - A  
= U ,
i ^ j n £ x  £
(4 .3 .2)
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In tegrating  Eq. (4 .3 .2) o ver j; from 0  to Lim*, have the quantity of H^O adsorbed on 
the inner surfaces o f  pores o f given diameter
qa{Dt saturated) =  U ^ l n f Z ^ (4. 3. 4)
w hich is sam e as the resu lt o f the integral of Eq. (4.2,21) when B ix jJ )  = fl#.
W hen  the evacuation starts, the molecules in the oxide layer diffuse toward surface 
and then deso rb  at the surface, At a given time t, the range o f evacuated region is 
approxim ately  equal to V 4D t . For t « L 2maXZ4D, only the molecules within the range 
much shorter than U u  contribute to outgassing. The concentration o f H2 O in this region 
(Lmin<;t<:<Lm»x) can be expressed as
C( Jt) = U j f 0/ * ‘ (4 .3 .5)
From the resu lt o f  m odel 2 in the previous chapter, the diffusion-limited outgassing rate 
from this w ater source for a given diffusion constant is given by
£?(£>,r) =  *;i£0/ 2 f , (4 .3 .6)
as L  iflin/4D^ t ^  L nn*/4b.
In deriv ing Eq, (4.3.6), we have assumed water molecules diffuse freely inside the 
ox ide lay er w ithout considering  the effect of the end boundary of pores as a  diffusion 
barrier. T he exact o u tgassing  rate can be obtained by summing the ourgassing from 
individual pores. The outgassing rate from pores o f length I  with a uniform coverage o f 
H jQ  is g iven  by
Q{t,D., )  -  , (4 .3 .7)
1 0
S9
The integration o f  Eq. (4,3.7) over l from 0 to infinity is equal to kXt,  which is the 
saturated amount o f  ll^O  adsorbed inside one pore. For t «  / 2/4D , Eq. (4.3.7) can  he 
simplified as
Q ( £ ,D , t ) = k k J ^ .  (4 .3 .8)
V m
Averaging Eq, (4.3.7) over pore length yields
0 ( D .( ) =  i * ^ 2 £ ----------------------- -  '   . (4 .3 .9)
z ‘t ( 2 /1  +  1)
In the time region o f  L2mjn/D< t « L 2m„/4D , Eq, (4.3.9) can be simplified as
C (D ,f) = U g 0/2 r , (4 .3 JO )
^ 1  n
using  J ~  —  Notably. Eq, (4,3.6) and Eq. (4,3.10) are identical.
q (2n +1) 8
A v erag ing  E q. (4 .3 .9 ) o v er the d iffu s io n  c o e f f ic ie n t and u s in g  
X
h(D) = - ---------------   , we have
AD H D mtxiDmisi)
4 0  ^  -{In*]),1 n 2[ > l / 4L 2mta
<2(0 = - 5 "  X ---------------------- j---------------   dD, (4 .3 ,12)f t  4 -  (2,, + I)1 ln(Cm„  /O min )D
w here 0  = JtA#o from last section.
The averaged outgassing rate in the linear region o f  log(Q) versus log(t) plot is 
given by
(?(O = 0 /2 f ,  (4.3,13)
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2 2where L min/Dmir< t « L  nimji/4DmtK. The oui gassing rate given by Eq, (4.3.13), which is 
valid under ihe condition that the adsorption by the oxide layer has reached saturation or
equilibrium when outgassing begins, is exactly the sam e as the adsorption rate given by 
Eq. (4.2.2B). The numerically evaluated outgassing curve given by Eq. (4.3.12) is shown 
in Fig. 4.4 in comparison with the outgassing rate g iven by Eq. (4.3,13).
For the 3!l) K, 0,8 Torr, H^O exposure trial where 0  equals to  7 .3 4 x l0 '5 (Torr
measured outgassing rate o f  the exposure trial o f  310 K, 0.8 Torr, 500 minutes given 
in Table 3 .1 after the unit o f  time is converted from minutes to seconds.
In Chapter 2 and 3, the outgassing rate was determ ined from the cham ber pressure 
measured by an ionization gauge. This is the total outgassing rate and may d iffer from ihe 
H jO  outgassing rate especially for low H jO  exposures. For high H jO  exposure trials, the 
main constituent of the evolved gases is H jO  (am ounting io  more than 90% ) and the total 
pressure measured by a calibrated ionization gauge (IG 3) is very close to the H jO  partial 
pressure m easured by an residual gas analyzer (R G A ) over 10^ seconds o f pum p-dow n 
|F ig. 4.5 (a)). For low H 2 O  exposure, the partial pressures o f  other gases (particularly 
H i) become comparable with the H 2O  partial pressure after relatively short lime o f  pump- 
down and the difference between the H 2O  partial pressure and the total pressure can be as 
large as a factor o f  2 [Fig. 4.5 (b)], The H jO  outgassing rate is determ ined by the H jO  
partial pressure in our apparatus according to
f / c m 2) from the analysis in the last section, the short-term  outgassing rate is given by 
3 x l 0 -5// (Torr / / c m Js) (where 1 is in seconds). This is in good agreem ent with (he
flF (lK ) (4 .3 .14)
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The total pressures and partial pressures during pum p-dow n follow ing: (a) the 
310 K. 8.0 T orr, 60 m inute HjO exposure, (b) the 310 K, 1 .2x10  2 T o rr,
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cham ber, ft is the conductance factor. The measured value of 0  for our apparatus 
described in Chapter 2 is about 5.4 (See Sec. HI of Appendix A).
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show  the H jO  ou(gassing rates afte r 310 K, 6b minute IfjO  
exposures from  SxlO"1 Torr to 8 x 1 0 ^  Toit. The numerical results given by Eq. (4.3.12) 
are fitted to the measured curves by adjusting the choice of the coefficient 0 .  The good 
agreem ent between the short-term outgassing rate data and the numerical results shows that 
the coverage on the inner surfaces o f  pores is quite uniform  at the end of 60 minute 
exposures. The degree o f  nonuniformity of the coverage should increase as the exposure 
duration decreases. For H jO  exposures near the I I 2O vapor pressure (equal to 42 Torr at 
35°C), it takes longer time to  achieve uniform coverage, which has 10  do with multilayer 
adsorption not considered here. Figure 4.8 plots the outgassing rates following the 0.8 
Toit, 3 m inute exposure and the 8.0 Tore, 60 minutes exposure, show ing that the 
measured outgassing rates decay at a faster rate than predicted by the model. Table 4.1 lists 
the fitted  values o f  0  from the outgassing m easurem ents as well as the value of 0  
determined from die adsorption measurement.
We have limited our d iscussion within the room tem perature adsorption and 
outgassing. At high temperatures, H^O molecules might dissociate upon adsorbing on the 
surface o f  pores and the products H and O il might diffuse into the solid lattice. The 
assumption in the current model that H^O molecules simply adsorb on the inner surfaces of 
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Fig. 4.6. H2 O outgassing rates after 310 K , 60 minute H2 O exposures from 0.8 T orr to 
8x1 O'4 Tore. T he m inim um  and m axim um  pore lengths and  diffusion 
constants for the numerical curves a r t  shown in Figs. 4,3 and 4 . 4 .
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Fig. 4,7, H 2O outgassing rates after 310 K t 60 m inute H ^O /N j exposures with H 2O
■3partial pressure from 0,8 T o n  to 3,3x10' T on, T he m inim um  and maximum 
pore lengths and diffusion constants for the num erical curves are shown in 
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Fig. 4.8. H jO  outgassing rales after (a) 310 K, 8,U Tori', 60 m inute HjO exposure and 
(b) 310 K, 0.8 Torr, 3 minute H^O exposure. The minim um  and m axim um  
port lengths and diffusion constants for ih t num erical curves are show n in 
Figs. 4,3 and 4,4.
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Table 4.1. The fitted values o f  0  for adsorption/desorption trials under various exposure 
conditions.
G ases Exposure conditions desorption adsorption
T  (k) po (T on) to (niin) 0  (T orT ^/cm 2) 0  {Torr f /c m 2)
h 2o
h 2o / n 2
310 8.0 60 l.O O x lO 4
310 8.0x10 1 60 4 .6 4 x 1 0  5
310 8,0x10 1 500 5 .8 1 x 1 0  5
310 1,2x10 » 60 2.61x10-*
310 1.2x10-2 60 1 .35x10*
310 2 .4 x 1 0 * 60 8 .7 3 x 1 0  6
310 8 .0 x 1 0 4 60 7 .2 9 x 1 0  *
310 9.31 60 1.00x10 4
310 1.27 60 4 .7 0 x 1 0 *
310 1.7x10 ' 60 2 ,7 8 x 1 0 *
310 2 .4x10  2 60 1 .7 4 x 1 0 *
310 3 .3x10 3 60 1.16x10 *
7 .3 4 x 1 0 *
IV . C O N C L U S IO N S
A coherent model (m odel 3) on adsorption and ou tgassing  was p roposed  based  on the 
assum ption that pores o f various length I  w ith a length d istribu tion  o f 1 / f 2 ex ist inside 
oxide layers. The inner surfaces o f these pores provide the m olecu lar sites for the H jO  
adsorption during exposure. Numerical evacuation show ed that the adsorbed  quantity
6fl
is a linear function o f  log(t) (where t is the exposure time), as experim entally observed. 
Art analytical expression for the short-term  outgassing rate from saturated surfaces was 
derived, showing the frequently observed 1/t power law.
Model 2 in East chapter indicated that the ultimate (or saturated) H 2O concentration 
is a uniform  concentration. This is the case when all pores have the same length and the 
distribution o f  sites over location is uniform. However, the outgassing rates from surfaces 
contacted with am bient air for several years varies with time at a rate o f  1/t rather than 
J/t0-5, indicating that the saturaied concentration decreases as 1 fx  with the spatial variable. 
It w as shown in this study that the l /x  concentration is a direct result of the M i 2 pore 
length distribution in the case of saturation.
The m odel show s that the adsorption quantity and the subsequent outgassing 
depend on the pore density, the average pore diameter, and the range of pore length. A thin 
com pact ox ide layer will adsorb  less w ater and have a lower outgassing rate. As 
supporting evidence, a recent study by Yoshimuro et al.24 shows that the outgassing rate of 
a stainless steel cham ber is greatly reduced when the cham ber is pretreated by vacuum - 
firing (lOSO^C, 30 minutes), which produces a thinner and finer oxide layer on the surface.
CHAPTER 5. REDUCTION OF OUTGASSING RATE BY GLOW
DISCHARGE CLEANING
1. IN T R O D U C T IO N
Deposition systems for semiconductor manufacturing require  u ltrah igh  vacuum
a
base pressures o f <10’ Torr. Pump-down from atm ospheric p ressu re  to this low  pressure 
after maintenance work such as target change usually  takes several days by norm al (room 
tem perature) desorption. Much shorter times (~ l hr) are needed  to im prove the overall 
cost-effectiveness of sem iconductor processing, Several recent s tud ies^0,9 have focused 
on optim ized choices o f vessel material and  surface trea tm en t which m in im ize the 
outgassing. An aluminum alloy A 6063 tube w ith pure aluminum A 1050 internal cladding 
has an outgassing rate about one third that of an A 6063 tube w ithout the cladding material. 
The various com monly applied surface treatm ents, such as com pound  electropolishing, 
aqueous electropolishing, vacuum remelting, etc., show  a difference inouigassing o f  about 
a factor of 2.8 for stainless steels and a factor o f  1A  for the alum inum  alloys.
In this work, the effectiveness o f glow d ischarge cleaning (GDC) is studied. GDC 
is frequently used in accelerator and fusion device vacuum system s to remove carbon- and 
oxygen- based gaseous impurities from chamber w alls and to produce near atom ically  clean 
surfaces for low particle induced desorption. In the described tests, the aim  o f  GDC 
exposure was to remove ll^O  that had absorbed in the oxide lay er during atm ospheric 
exposure in minim um  required time. Five G D C  reactants w ere exam ined in th is study as 
potential pum p-down enhancers; 1) He, 2} H e/(1% -3% )H 3, 3) H e/(l% -3  W H 4 . 4) H3l 
5) A t, It is found that with adequate procedures, a sim ple H e GDC can  reduce the 
outgassing rate by a factor o f 13.
W
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Unlike H i o r  Ar GDC where the outgassing of the GDC reactant following a GDC 
trial exceeds the H 2O  outgassing for very long time, the outgassing o f  He shortly after a He 
G D C  is very sm all and  would not affect the outgassing reduction. The concern that the 
outgassing of im planted  He m ight interfere with the leak detection by He teak detector 
prom pts a quantitative study o f  He outgassing after a He GDC process. It is found that the 
post-G D C  He outgassing data can be fitted to the outgassing rate from a Gaussian type 
source and the am ount of implanted He is about 1 -3  monolayers.
II. E X P E R IM E N T A L  T E C H N IQ U E S
Figure 5.1 show s the test apparatus for the glow discharge cleaning study. We 
started  a GDC trial by  first venting the pre-evacuated electropolished test cham ber (1 m 
Jong by 15 cm ED cylinder) to 1 atm am bient air for 1 hour to simulate conditions after a 
m aintenance vent o n  an operating vacuum system. At the end o f  the air exposure, the 
pum p-dow n was initialized at a pum ping speed of 4,7 ^ /s  and in-situ glow discharge 
cleaning was performed when the cham ber pressure reached about I x 10"5 Torr, which was 
usually -1 hour afte r start of pum p-down for our system . The gas handling system (GHS) 
connected to the test cham ber allows single component gases or gas mixtures to be metered 
into the test cham ber for fueling g low  discharges (See Fig. 5.1(a)). The cleanliness of the 
GHS is critical in reducing the H 2O  content in the working gases and a combined process 
o f  baking at 100**C and flowing N 2 gas at 0.1 Torr is carried out for at least one day before 
the first experim ent is started. To prevent the clean  GHS inner surface from being re ­
exposed to ambient air, the test cham ber is vented through a separate air outlet rather than 
through the GHS. T he working gases are dried by flowing them through a moisture drier 
cooled  by liquid nitrogen. Tw o-com ponent gas mixtures can be produced using two 
adjustable valves. Suppose the pressure of the working gas is po (m Torr ) and the 
percentage in pressure o f  the m inor com ponent is y . A flow of the minor com ponent is
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GAS 1 GAS 2
TMP2
(a) Outgassin g test stand
ANODE 1
WIRE - | Rl
(WOO V, 0-J A
TEST CHAMBER
(b) GDC pow er supply setup
Fig. 5.1 A schem atic diagram of the apparatus for the glow discharge cleaning and 
om gassing measurements.
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first established so  that ihe pressure in the test chamber is ypo. Then the flow o f the m ajor 
com ponent is superposed 10  bring the pressure to po T he leak rate o f  the adjustable valve 
for the m inor com ponent is unchanged by the superposition o f the m a jo r com ponent as 
long as the up stream  pressure o f  the m inor gas is much larger than po- A capacitance 
m anom eter installed  in an appendage to the test cham ber provides pressure m easurem ents 
that are independent o f  gas species.
The electrode setup for the dc glow discharge pow er supply consists  o f a stainless 
steel wire (0.5 m m  in diameter) strung along the center o f the test cham ber as the anode and 
the w all o f  the test cham ber as cathode [See Fig. 5,J(b)f. G low discharges can be initiated 
and  sustained at pressures of 20-100 mTorr depending on the working gas species. W hen 
the glow  discharge is initiated, the anode produces a uniform glow discharge and a  uniform 
ion flux onto  the inner surface o f  the test cham ber. The lest cham ber can  be hea ted  to a 
tem perature as high as U0°C by the bom bardm ent o f the ion flux. In  som e o f  the G D C  
trials where it was intended to separate the therm al effect due io heating o f the test cham ber 
by energetic ion bombardm ent from  the effect o f ion induced desorption, the test cham ber 
w as cooled  and  m aintained near room tem perature (28°C ) w ithin 10°C du ring  G D C. 
O therw ise, the test cham ber w as cooled from  an elevated tem perature (Tmi]l) to  room  
tem perature in a short time at the end of G D C  treatments. The cooling w as carried out by 
circulating cool w ater through 0,6 cm  copper tubing around the test cham ber.
The residua] gas production during the high pressures (10’ -1 0 ’ Tore) associated  
w ith  g low  d isch arg e  cleaning (GDC) is sam pled  by the RGA th ro u g h  one o f  tw o 
conductance lim iting  apertures connecting the test cham ber and the R G A  ch am b er Tw o 
low  conductance apertures, C2 (0.5 mm) an d  C3 (1 m m ), provide up to a factor o f  1000 
pressure reduction.
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In summarizing, the following standard step by step procedures are employed:
1. Turned off IG l and isolate the test cham ber by closing the valve HV1 to the 
T M Pl and the three valves to the RGA chamber.
2. vent the test cham ber to 1 atm. ambient air, hold for t hour. Turn o ff  TM Pl 
during the vent,
3. Start pump-down by opening H V l and turning on T M Pl.
4. At p=28 Tore, set t=0 for the outgassing measurement.
5. W hen the pressure reaches m Torr range, turn on IGl and open the high 
conductance valve to the RGA cham ber. S tart the data collection by the 
acquisition com puter (IBM-28G).
6. At approxim ately Ix lO '5 T o it , turn off IG l and close the valve to the RGA 
chamber. Open K l and establish a flow of the glow discharge working gas to 
bring the pressure in to  the range 20-100 mTorr.
7. ignite glow by turning on the dc power supply, adjust pressure and/or voltage 
to give the desired discharge current. Open one o f  the valves on top of C2 
and C3 to sample the residual gas production.
8. After a certain period of time, turn o ff the power supply and stop the flow o f 
w orking gas.
9. Turn on IG l and open the high conductance connection to the RGA chamber.
In the case where cooling of the test cham ber is carried out during G D C , the cool
water flow is turned on at step 7 and turned o ff at step 8. For cooling after G D C , the cool 
water flow is turned on at step 8 and turned off when the temperature of the test cham ber is 
back to room temperature (28°C).
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I I I .  W A T E R  O U T G A S S IN G  R E D U C T IO N
The outgassing rale before and after G D C  treatments was m easured  by a ca lib ra ted  
Bayard-A lpert ionization gauge, w hich was m ounted directly on the test cham ber, to y ie ld  
the to tal ou tgassing  ra te  from  the cham ber in term s o f  “w ater-equ ivalen t". This is the  
com puted  ou tgassing  ra te , a ssum ing  that the en tire ou tgassing  source  is w ater, an d  
p rov ides a c o n v e n ie n t m ethod  o f  com parison  of GDC trea tm en ts . T he fo llo w in g  
expression gives the outgassing rate from the cham ber pressure:
G (0  = i ^ t  (Torr f / c m 2 s), (5 .1 )
IWAJ
w here P i is in units o f  T orr.
Figure 5.2 show s the resu lts o f  some o f  the He-GDC treatm ents. The ou tgassing  
rate prior to a treatm ent (om itted here}, which is thermal desorption rate, follows the usual 
approxim ate 1/t power law , w hile the outgassing rate after a treatm ent decreases rapidly an d  
then stabilizes as shown in the figure. During the tim e im m ediately follow ing a He G D C  
process, the ou tgassing  rate o f  H e and some o f  the G D C  products such as H j, CO, and  
C O j is significant and even exceeds the outgassing of H 2 O. As the ou tgassing  rates o f  the  
non-H jO  residual gases fall qu ickly  and ihe outgassing rate o f  H jO  rem ains more or le ss  
the same follow ing the G D C  process, H^O becomes the prim ary residual com ponent a fte r  
ihe transient tim e (F ig. 5 .3). In the case of H j and Ar GDC, a large am ount o f  G D C  
reac tan t is im plan ted  in side  Ihe oxide layer and the outgassing o f  the G D C  reac tan t is 
dom inant for at least several days.
To evaluate  the e ffec tiv en ess  o f  G D C  treatm ents, w e d e fin e  the o u tg a ss in g  
reduction factor as the raiiu o f  the inherent thermal desorption rate and  the actual outgassing 
rate resu lting  from  a G D C  trea tm en t at the lim e when the total ou tgassing  rate starts  to  
stab ilize . T h is  fac to r  d ep en d s  on  the G D C  reac tan ts and o th e r  G D C  p a ram e te rs .
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Figure 5.4 show s that the outgassing reduction factor is directly proportional to the G D C  
duration for He G D C treatm ents with a current density o f 0.4 C/hr (1 C = 1 coulom b/cm 1). 
The reduction facto r for o ther G D C  processes is listed in Table 5.1 along with the tim e 
when the outgassing rate becom es stable. The result o f A r GDC is not listed in Table 5.1 
as the total outgassing rate is increased rather than decreased. The best result of He G D C  
trials is a reduction o f outgassing rate by a  factor o f  12,75 at t= 3 .l7  hours. The pum p- 
dow n time is thus reduced by a  factor o f 12.75 following the G DC process as the therm al 
desorption rate varies approxim ately inversely as the first power o f the time. When the test 
cham ber is re-exposed  to the am bien t a irt its iherm al desorption rate is restored to  the 
norm al value.
The outgassing reduction by He G D C  treatm ents is due to enhanced H j and C O  
desorption during He G D C. Figure 5.5 shows that H i desorption differs by a factor o f  15 
and CO desorption by a factor o f 10 w hen G D C  pow er is applied. W hile molecular H jO  
desorption itself is not significantly influenced by He G D C process, the large amount o f  H 
and O atom s dep le ted  through H j and CO  desorption ensure a post-G D C  outgassing rate 
below the thermal desorption rate.
In one trial, we applied the same procedures as for a GDC trial except that the G D C  
pow er was not turned on. The test cham ber was intentionally heated up to -lfH>°C w hile 
He flow ed through the test cham ber to sim ulate the G D C conditions. The outgassing w as 
reduced by a factor o f  4,2 when the test cham ber was cooled down lo room tem perature 
after ihe heating and He flushing, A m ere 2 hour He G D C  (0.4C) process where heating 
w as suppressed reduced the outgassing rate by a factor o f 3.3, The com bination o f these 
tw o processes should  yield a reduction factor o f 13.8, which is very close to the resu lt 
shown in Table 5,1,
T a b l u  5.1. Outgassing data A fte r various glow discharge cleaning. Note: T h e  room temperature was 
2S“C. Letters N, D, and A stand for No cooling. During GDC, and After GDC. respectively.
Trial Max. Reduction Consumed
cole Procedures Cooling temperature factor Xq lime (hr)
ZTIOO 61u He GDC (1.2Q N 60 3.15 10.87
z r i m 2hr He GDC 0.5C) N 75 3.20 7.25
ZT102 lh rH 2 GDC (0.25Q+2hr He GDC (0.5C) D 40 3.12 5.50
ZTI03 2hr He GDC {0.5Q D 30 3,35 3,92
ZT104 0.25hr H2 GDC(0,06C) +2hr 1 le GDC (0.5C) D 39 4.49 4.75
ZTl 05 21ir Hc/l%Hj GDC (0.5C) D 35 2.62 4.33
ZTl 06 2hr ilc^l%Cl-U GDC (0.5C) D 33 3.57 3.92
ZTJ07 2hr He/3&Ha GDC (G.5C) D 34 2.60 4.25
ZTl 08 2hr Hc/3%CHj GDC (CI.5C) D 31 2.27 4.17
z t iw 0.125hr Hj GDC(0,05C) +1 hr He GDC(0,4C) A 81 7.66 2,67
ZTJ10 l .125hr HeGDC(0.45C) A 83 6.69 2.50
z t i  11 0.5hr HcGDC(0.2C) A 65 4.60 1.75
ZTl 12 0.25lir He GDC(0.1C) A 50 2.58 1.35
ZT113 21* He CDC(O.SC) A I Oft 12.75 3.25
ZTl 14 21tr He CDC(0.4C) A 76 13.06 3.17
ZTl 16 1 hr He GDC(0.2C) A 61 8.58 2.33
ZTl 17 0.5hr He GDC(0.1C} A 39 3.47 1,50
ZTl 18 2hr He GDC(0.2C) A 43 6.83 3,25
ZTl 20 2hr He GDQO.UC) D 61 12.56 3.92
ZTl 21 1 hr He GDQ0.4C) D 59 7.17 2.17
ZT122 2hr HeGDC(0,4C) D 44 5.13 3.53
ZT123 2hrHe GDC(0,48) A 60 12.63 4.58
ZTl 15 2hr He flow accompanied by heating A 97 4.25 4.25
ZTl 19 O.Shr Hj GDC(0-125C) D 38 1.35 2.50
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The water out gassing rate after a He G DC exposure at a sufficient dose remains 
constant for some time, starts to increase with time (Q~t'a , a  < 0 ), and finally several 
hours after G D C , starts to decrease {Q''t ’€<1 a  > 0), as shown in Fig, 5.6, Assuming the 
water outgassing is a diffusion-limited process, the outgassing rate curve shows three 
regions in the oxide layer with different types o f  H 2 O source distribution functions, C (x). 
In the near surface region, the H 2 O concentration increases linearly with the distance away 
from the surface (C - jt ) .  In the intermediate region, the H2O  concentration increases with 
the distance x nonlinearly ( C - j t £, £>  1). This happens because the He G D C greatly 
enhances the desorption o f  near surface sorbed molecules such that the depletion rate (the 
rate at which the absorption sites are depleted) is Larger than the supply rate (the rate at 
which the m ore  distant sorbed molecules migrate to the surface by means of diffusion), 
thus generating a non-equilibrium region. An equilibrium region during thermal desorption 
is a region where The degree o f  non-equilibrium decreases as temperature and/or 
GDC time increase, Finally, in the deep region, which the G D C  has not affected, the H 2O 
distribution maintains its original form: C(jr)~ ]/jr .  The expression for the outgassing rate 
from a known source distribution is given in Chapter 3, A quantitative correlation o f  II jO  
distribution within the oxide Layer at the end o f  a GDC treatment, which determines the 
post-GDC outgassing, with the G D C  treatment parameters requires more study,
IV. GDC REACTANT OUTGASSING
The concerns that the residual He gas due to the outgassing of the implanted He 
might interfere with the leak detection by He leak detector prompt a quantitative study o f  the 
He outgassing following He C D C . We will assume that the He concentration inside the 
oxide layer is a Gaussian type function































































where Ci is the surface concentration (in Tore £fcm1) and X is the implantation depth (in 
cm). Integrating Eq. (5.2) and multiplying the result by the surface roughness factor / ,  
we have the quantity of He implanted per cm 2 of geometrical surface area
qm = V f fC 1A//2 .  (5.3)
Assuming that the diffusion coefficient is constant over the time and the spatial variable Jt, 
the outgassing rate of a source with a concentration described by the Gaussian function is 
given by (Chapter 2)
<3(0 = r A (5.4)
\ t { t  +  B)
where A -  C^X2f /4 ^ n D  and B -  X^/4D .
Integrating Eq. (5,4) over time from 0  to infinity yields the quantity o f  implanted He
qm = jrA/Vfl, (5.5)
which is same as Eq. (5.3).
The He outgassing rate at room temperature can be determined from the He partial 
pressure according to
£ £ « £ >  J » ( H a  (Torr, / cmV  (5.6)
1000 V m(Hc)
where P(4) is ihe He partial pressure (in Tore) recorded by the RGA, p  is the conductance 
factor due to the RGA being indirectly mounted to the test chamber, K is the calibration 
factor defined as the ratio o f  the exact He pressure to the partial pressure recorded by the 
RGA, m(Hc) and mfHzO) are the molecular weight of He and H 2O  respectively. The
umeasured value o f  f} and K fo r  our apparatus fo r  He gas is 5.4 and 4.0, respectively (See
See. HI o f  Appendix A).
Substituting into the Eg. (5,6) the value o f  /J, K, m(He}( and mtHjO), yields
The m easurem en ts  of the pos t-G D C  He outgassing rate are shown in Pig, 5,7 with the 
stoning time defined as when the G D C  process ends. For the trials specified in Fig, 5.7, 
the lest cham b er  is cooled dow n from a slightly elevated temperature to room temperature 
shortly after G D C . The outgassing curves are fitted to the Eg. (5.4) with the fitted value of 
the coeffic ients  A and B listed in Table 5,2, The He outgassing rate two days after a  He 
G D C  is about 3 x 1 0  11 T orr  £ / c m 2 s, w hich is large enough to interfere with the leak 
detection by typical He leak detectors. H ow ever, as the long-term He outgassing rate 
decays at a rate o f  lVt3/2, the desired level o f  He outgassing  rate can be achieved by 
continuously pum ping  the system  for some period. The quantity of the implanted He in 
units of monolayers (ML) ( 1 ML=3xlO-5 T orr  ^/cm^} is calculated according toE q, (5.5) 
and is listed in die last column o f Table 5,2.
T ahle 5,2. Die post-GDC outgassing rate and the quantity of implanted He,
Q = ^  (T o r r^ /c m 2 s ) ,
Outgassing rate Quantity implanted
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0  =  2 . 5 6 x  l 0 ~ V t 1 / 2 ( t 4 - 3 . 4 5 x  1 0 4 )
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Fig. 5,7. He outgassing after G D C  The data are fitted to the outgasssing rate from a 
Gaussian-type concentration.
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V. C O N C L U S IO N
A series o f  G DC trials varying the GDC gas, the discharge current, and duration 
were performed. It is shown that He GDC is most efficient in reducing the water- 
equivalent outgassing rate among the attempted G D C reactant combinations. Reduction o f  
pump-down time from the ambient air exposure by a factor of 13 was achieved after two 
hours o f  He G D C  at a dose larger than 0,2 cou lom b/cm 2 hr. T he  post-GDC H jO  
outgassing was qualitatively explained based on model 2 o f  Chapter 3, It is also shown 
that the long-term He outgassing rate following He G DC decays as l / t3/3  and the implanted 
He is about 1-3 monolayers with respect to the geometrical area.
Although the dc glow discharge cleaning was applied to a cylindrical chamber in 
this study, with some modification in the setup of electrodes it is readily applied to the 
structure of deposition systems. A recent work by Kagatsume el al.2i shows that two 
electrodes for a spherical chamber were required to have a more uniform discharge within 
the chamber.
CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
In a recent study, DylJa et al .2 measured ihe outgassing rale from type 304 stainless 
steels and type 6061 a lum inum  alloys after various standard and advanced surface 
treatments. Measurements o f  the surface areas o f  the studied six stainless steel chambers 
and four aluminum chambers will elucidate the relation between the outgassing rate and die 
surface roughness. The author has designed an apparatus for the BET surface area 
measurements. It consists o f  two identical chambers, a  turbomolecular pump, an ion 
gauge, and a capacitance manometer with a full scale of ] T o it . One chamber is cooled to 
77.3 K by liquid nitrogen and the other cham ber is kept at room temperature. During the 
measurements, a working gas such as Xe is transported from the warm chamber to the cool 
chamber. The quantity o f  working gas being adsorbed by the cool chamber at pressures 
ranging from O.lpo to 0.5po (where po is the vapor pressure of the working gas at 77.3 K) 
are determined from the pressures in the warm and cool chambers measured by the 
capacitance manometer and the ion gauge, respectively. The real surface area and the 
surface roughness factor, which is defined as the ratio o f  the real surface area to the 
geometrical area, are determ ined by fitting the data to the BET isoihemi. Related 
experiments are to compare the adsorption and outgassing o f  the working gas at 77,3 K 
with the adsorption and outgassing of H 2O at room temperature.
It was shown in the analysis o f  model 3 in this study (Chapter 4) that the H 2 O 
adsorption and the HjO outgassing are directly proportional to the number o f  pones inside 
ihe oxide layer per cm 2 o f  the surface area. Lower outgassing rate than currently  
achievable is, in theory, possible. Currently, m os t advanced surface treatments such as 
electropolishing and extrusion improve the ouigassing by a factor of 2  for stainless steels2
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and a factor of 3 for aluminums9 over commonly applied cleaning procedures such as 
ethanol rinsing. A study by Chen et al , 8  shows that cladding pure aluminum A 1050 inside 
aluminum alloy A6063 reduces the outgassing rate by a factor o f  3. It was reported that 
depositing a gold film on top o f  metal surfaces hardly improves the vacuum property o f  the 
surfaces, which might be due to the porous structure o f  the gold film. Study o f  the 
correlation between the vacuum property of a deposited  film and  the procedures in 
preparing the film is a potential project. Films o f  potential materials can be deposited on 
small samples. The adsorption characteristic of the films, which is a good indicator o f  the 
outgassing property as shown in Giapter 4, can be measured by microbalance techniques,
APPENDIX A. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES FOR OUTGASSING 
MEASUREMENTS
L P R O C E D U R E S  A P P L IE D  T O  T H E  E X P E R IM E N T S  O F  C H A P T E R  2
In most o f  the experiments in Chapter 2, the test chamber is vented with the 
controlled mixture of N 2  gas and H^O vapor. The H^O vapor is generated from liquid
HjG of known quantity and the N ; gas was dried before being mixed with H jO  vapor. To 
minimize the quantity o f  water vapor desorbed from the interior surfaces o f  the gas 
handling system, which would add an unknown portion to the water exposure, a combined 
process o f  baking at 180“C and flowing N 2 gas at a pressure o f  0,1 T o it  through the GHS
is carried out For at least one day before the experiments are started. The GHS is 
maintained at 180"C to minimize ihe adsorption of any H20  onto GHS surfaces during
dosing of the main chamber. The pressure (in T on) of the H^Q vapor in the gas handling 
system (GHS), corresponding to v microliters of liquid HjO, is given by
f t = 3 . 4 8 x l O _ J i i r 2/ ^ ,  (A. 1 )
where Vj is the volume o f  the GHS and is approximately equal to the volume of the 
mixing chamber (3,8 £}t and is the temperature of the GHS. Given that T 2 = 4 5 3  K, the 
pressure o f  the H jO  vapor is
p2 =  0 ,4 2 u .  (A.2)
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The dried N 2 used as a carrying o r  venting gas is produced by flow ing commercially 
available N2 gas (with a water content o f  the order o f  1 0  ppm) slowly through a moisture
trap, which is filled with a rough stainless steel wool and cooled in a  liquid-nitrogen dewar. 
The pressure (p2) required in the mixing chamber in order to vent the test chamber at given 
pressure (p () is calculated according to the ideal gas law. As the test chamber before 
venting is under vacuum with a pressure much less than the venting pressure p ]( we have
(A.3)
or
{ V i T x j
P\ - (A,4)
where V i , T |  are the volume and temperature of the test chamber, equal to 16.7 £ and 
3(X1K respectively. Vj, T ;  are the volume and temperature of the mixing chamber, equal to
3.H £ a n d 453 K respectively. Substituting into Eq. (A.4) the values o f  Vi, T] and V^, T j  
yields
Pi = p 2/7 .6 4 .  (A .5)
This relation can be applied to both the H2 O  pressure and the total pressure. From this 
relation, the G HS needs to be filled with 7.64 atm o f  H jO  and N j gas if the veniing
pressure of the test chamber is set to be 1 atm.
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The step by step procedures are listed as follows:
1, Introducing H 2O  into the GHS,
A certain am ount o f  distilled H jO  was first injected into a glass tube using a 
micropipetlc. Then the glass tube was quickly sealed to the (GHS) shown in the Figure 
2 , 1  and healed to about 100°C toevaporaie the H 2O. The valve next to the glass tube was 
then opened to allow H 2O  vapor to flow into the GHS, which had been evacuated by an 
mechanical pump and heated to 180°C. A convcctnon gauge (C G I) next to the mixing 
chamber measures the pressure o f  the H jO  vapor to verify that most o f  H 2O injected 
arrives at the test chamber and slays in gaseous phase.
2, Mixing H 2O  vapor and N2  gas.
After all the vapor reaches the mixing chamber, the valve tiext to the glass tube is 
closed. The Nj gas dried through a moisture trap is then transported into the mixing 
chamber. When the pressure in the mixing chamber reaches a preset value, the N i gas line 
is closed. After holding for 1 0  to 30 minutes to allow the H jG  vapor and Lhe Nj gas to be 
mixed, die mixiune is now ready to be used to vent the test chamber.
3, Venting the test chamber
The test chamber is isolated by closing the high vacuum valve (11V1) between the 
lest chamber and turbomolecular pump (T M P l)  for test chamber and the three parallel 
valves between the test chamber and the RGA chamber. The ionization gauge <101 > 
mounted 011 the test cham ber is turned off. Then the venting o f  the test chamber is started 
by opening the valve K 1 between the GHS and the test chamber. When an equilibrium in 
pressure between the test chamber and the GHS is reached, the valve K l is closed. During 
the vent, T M Pl is turned off.
A, Pumping the test chamber and recording pressure data.
After holding the vent of the test chamber for one hour, the valve HV1 is opened 
and T M P l is then restarted. The pressure in the test chamber during the first stage o f
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pum ping is measured by the convection gauge and the capacitance manometer mounted on 
an appendage to the test chamber. When the pressure reaches the mTorr range, the gauge 
IG l is turned on and the high conductance valve between the test chamber and the RGA 
cham ber is opened. The iota! pressure reading by IGl and the partial pressure readings of 
residua] gases by RGA are collected by a computer. The pumping and data recording 
usually  last for several days before next trial starts. The starting time (t=0) for the 
outgassing measurements is defined as the time when the system pressure reaches 28 Tore, 
w hich is the vapor pressure of H^O at 28flC.
W hen the test chamber is vented with the ambient a ir or dried N2 , the experiment 
procedures start with step 3. For air venting, the GHS is opened to the ambient air and the 
a ir  is transported into the test chamber by opening the valve K1. In the case o f  venting 
with dried N ; gas, the commercially available N2 gas is transported through the moisture 
trap cooled by liquid nitrogen and admitted to the test chamber through the valve K l.
II. P R O C E D U R E S  A P P L IE D  T O  T H E  E X P E R IM E N T S  O F  C H A P T E R  3
In the experiments of Chapter 3, liquid H2O is directly  injected into the GHS 
through a piece o f  stainless steel tube (5 cm Jong and 0,5 cm in diameter). The H 2O 
injection line is connected to the GHS by a valve, Before injecting HjO, the valve is closed 
and the ambient air, which will accompany the injected H jO  to the GHS, only occupies the 
vo lum e of the injection line. The pressure increase due to  this volume o f  air and the 
additional 1 L O  contained in this volume of air can be neglected as long as the amount of 
injected H jO  is larger ihan 10 microliiers. After the HjO injection, the injection line is 
capped at the other end and heated to 100°C to ev ap ra te  the liquid HjO, Then the valve to 
the G H S , which has been evacuated and heated to KX^C, is o p n e d .  As the temperature
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of the GHS is 100°C instead o f  1 BO°C, the pressure of H 2 O vapor in the GHS is given by, 
in place o f  Eq. (A.2),
P 2 “  U ,34u, (A ,6 )
The pressure relation from Eq, (A.4) is p i i=p2/7 ,3 . In mixing H jO  and N* for the H 2 O /N 2  
exposure trials, the same procedure described in item (2 ) o f  last section is applied except 
for a lower pressure o f  the H 2 O  and Nj mixture because o f  the low er G HS temperature. 
The required mixture pressure to vent the test chamber at t atm is 7.3 atm according to the 
pressure relation. In ihe first experiment o f  the H2O /N 2 exposure trials, the mixture o f  N 2  
gas and the I I 2O vapor generated from the 2 0 0  micnoliters o f  liquid H jO  injected is used to 
vent the test cham ber  The pressure o f  H jG  vapor in the GHS before the vent is 6 8  T o it  
according to Eq. (A.6 ). The equilibrium H jO  partial pressure o f  the first vent in the test 
chamber and the GHS is 9.3 T orr according to the pressure relation.
In the second experiment, the G HS is again heated up to 100°C and the remaining 
H 2 O in the GHS from the first trial is mixed with Nj gas. The H2O  partial pressure o f  the 
second experiment is 1.27 T o i t , equal to the ]f20  partial pressure o f  the first experim ent 
divided by 7.3. This practice is continued and a sequence o f  ven ts  with H jO  partia l 
pressures differing by a factor o f  7.3 are derived from a single H 2 O  injection. The rest o f  
procedures for the H2O/N 2 trials are the same as those described in die last section.
For most trials in Chapter 3, the test chamber is exposed to pure H jO  vapor and the 
exposure pressure o f  H 2 O vapor is measured by the capacitance m anom eter  and the  
convectron gauge mounted on the appendage to the test chamber, T o  maximize the ratio o f  
the pressure of H^O and the pressure o f  N 2 gas that gets into the G H S  during the H 2 O  
injection, liquid H^O as large as 20-200 microliters in quantity is injected into the G HS at 
one time. It is estimated that the pressure ratio o f  the H jO  vapor and  the N? gas is 2 0  
when 10 microliters o f  liquid H2 O is injected. The H 2O  pressure in the test cham ber is
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kept constant during the vents by opening and c losing the valve K 1 between the test 
chamber and the GHS from time to time to let in H^O vapor and compensate for the H jO  
adsorbed by (he test chamber wall. The exposure duration varies from several m inutes to 
several hours.
For the pure H2O  exposure trials with a maximum H 2O  vapor pressure exposed 
equal 1 0  9.0 Torr, the pumping can be started by opening ihe valve H V l between the test 
chamber and the running T M P l.  When the pressure reaches mTorr range, the gauge IG l is 
turned on and the high conductance valve between the test chamber and the RGA cham ber 
is opened and data collection started as described in the last section. The starting time for 
the ouigussing measurements following the pure H 2O  exposures is defined as the time 
when the valve HVI is opened.
In the case where the pre-baking is carried out, the test cham ber and the RGA 
chamber are thoroughly baked at 150°C for 1-2 days and are allowed to cool down to the 
preset temperatures for at least It) hours before exposures are started.
111. C A L IB R A T IO N  O F  TON G A U G E S  AND R G A
Two types of calibration (dynamic and static) are performed in order  to have 
accountable interpretation of the ion gauge readings and the RGA mass-resolved pressure 
readings. In a dynamic calibration, single component gases or gas mixtures are transported 
at a constant rale into the continuously pumped system. In a static calibration, gases are 
introduced as a pulse to the system isolated from pumps 1 0  yield a given pressure. T he  ion 
gauges (IGl in the test chamber and IG3 in the RGA chamber) and RG A  are calibrated 
against the capacitance manometer mounted in an appendage to the test chamber.
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(1). Dynamic calibration for H jO  vapor
The test chamber and the RGA cham ber are pumped to 1 0 -7 Torr range and the 
capacitance manometer is zeroed. The valves HV1 and HV2 and the valve between the test 
chamber and the RGA cham ber are kept open. A steady flow of the H 2O  vapor stored in 
the GHS is established by opening the valve Kl between the test chamber and the G HS. 
The pressure in the lest cham ber and RG A  chamber is varied by adjusting the valve K l 
until the calibration pressure range ( I x l O ^ l x l O ^  T oit) is covered.
Figure A. I shows the calibration results. The pressure reading (Pj) by the test 
chamber ion gauge IGl is very linear with the true pressure reading (P r)  by the capacitance 
manometer and the ratio between Pi and P r  is about 0.9 [Fig. A .l (u ) | ,  which represents 
the sensitivity of the IG l for H 2O vapor. The ratio between the pressures in the test 
chamber and the differentially pumped RGA cham ber, P i/P j  (where P 3 is the 1G3 
reading), is about 5.8 and the nonlinearity o f  the RGA H jO  partial pressure reading starts 
at an RGA chamber pressure of 5x1 O' 6 T o rr  | Fig. A. 1(b)]. The nonlinearity is due to the 
reduciions in the transmission probability o f  the RGA in the high pressure range caused by 
the effects o f  ionic space charge and ion-atom scattering in the accelerating and analyzing 
regions . 26
(2). Static calibrations for He and gases
The capacitance manometer is zeroed when the test chamber pressure is in the 1G' 7 
Tore range and the high conductance valve beiween the test chamber and the RGA chamber 
is opened. The high vacuum valve HVI between the test chamber and T M P l and the high 
vacuum valve HV2 between the RGA cham ber and its turbomolecular pump TM P2 are 
closed. Pulses o f  calibrating gases stored in the G H S are introduced to the system by 
opening/closing the valve Kl until a full pressure range ( IxlO I x K H  Torr) is covered. 
To repeal calibrations, H V l is opened to  pump out the accumulated calibrating gases. 
When the lest chamber pressure reaches 10 7  Torr range, the capacitance manometer is re­
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zeroed. Then  pulses o f  calibrating  gases are introduced again . It is fo u n d  that the 
calibration resuUs are very reproducible.
F igure A,2 shows the calibration results for H e gas. The ratio between the IG l 
reading (P |) and the capacitance m anom eter reading (P s)  is about 0 .25 , which represents 
the sensitivity of IGl for He gas. The nonlineariiy of the RGA He partial pressure reading 
starts at an RGA chain be r pressure o f  1x10’  ^Torr.
Figure A.3 shows the calibration results for H 2 gas. The ra tio  Pi/Pb is about 0.41. 
The nonlinearity of the RGA H 2 partial pressure reading starts at an RG A  cham ber pressure 
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Fig, A. 1, Dynamic calibration o f  I G l , IG3, and RGA for H 2O.
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APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OP OUTGASSING RATES FOR GIVEN 
SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS
Suppose (hut after certain period of contact with H ; 0  vapor, a metaJ oxide layer has 
inside it an H iO  concentration given by a function u( *). Upon evacuation, the surface 
m olecules will desorb first and a density gradient will be created, resulting in m ore  H2O 
m olecules diffusing toward the surface. The surface molecules are defined  as the 
m olecules within the surface layer a (cm) thick (where a is the d iam eter o f  water 
molecules). The quantity (ns) o f  the surface molecules on a unity area is approximately 
given by
x , <B .l)
where u( Jt,t) is the H 20  concentration at any given time, in T orr  f / c m l
S ince the surface adsorption/desorption occurs at a much faster rate than diffusion, 
we will assum e the surface state is in a quasi-equilibrium during the outgassing, T hen  the 
amount (q j)  o f  water diffusing toward the surface must equal to the difference between the 
amount (qv) o f  water being evaporated and the amount (qs) o f  water striking and adhering 
to the surface to a first order of approximation:
tfd = t&-2 >
The am ount o f  water diffusing from the solid bulk toward the surface is proportional to the
too
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gas density gradient near the surface
Qd -°[£ (B .3)j( = 0
where D is the diffusion constant (in cm^/s) and die x  direction is tow ard  the solid bulk.
A surface molecule will evaporate after an average time (Tg) o f  residence on the 
surface, so that the rate o f  the evaporation is
■ 7 v = V r ff* <B -4 >
T he  number o f  the water molecules arriving at the surface is directly proportional to the 
pressure of water in the volume and the average m olecular speed. T he  average m olecular 
speed (in cm/s) at a given temperature is
V 71M
w here R is the gas constant, equal to 8,314x107 erg/m ole °K, T is the  temperature (°K). 
and M is the molecular weight (gram/mole). The pressure in the cham ber is given by
p = qti/A}S, (B .5)
w here  A is the geom etrical surface area of the ch a m b e r  {in c m 3), /  is the surface 
roughness factor, and S is the pumping speed (in i h ) .
If we assume that the water coverage during ihe outgassing is m uch less than I and
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a fraction y of the molecules which impinge on the surface will adhere, then q s is given by
qs = ypV J a x JO3 . (B .6 )
At the equilibrium
D du
dx = ^ / ,fR - r P v l 4 ^ 1 ° 3
(B.7)
jt= 0






where p. = a
"  4  x  10 5
The water concentration, u( j:,0, satisfies the diffusion equation
d2u 1 d u _  
d x 1  ~ D ~ l ~
<B,9>
The Green's function of the third boundary-valued problem for the one dimensional 
diffusion equation in half-space (.*>0 ) is given by23
C < a , * V - r ' )  =
1
e  e (B.10)
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The solution to the boundary-valued problem is
nU ,f)  = f Jo (B .M )
The rate at which water molecules come out o f  a unit of surface area per unit time, can be 
expressed as
qd = d J o" h U ' . 0 ) dx'. ( B . 1 2 )
[=0
Substituting Eq. (BIO ) into Eq. (B.12) yields
qd = - 7 = 4 ^ 7 1  f c ^  + 0 ^ ° 2j4D,dC. (B. 13)v 4 / rD (J/i Jo Jo
where x '  was replaced by x>
For / »  Eq, (B J3 )  can be simplified as
Qd = u{xS))xe~xl!*Dldx.Jtt (B .  14)
Table 13,1 lists the expressions o f  qd corresponding to  the com m on functions used to 
describe the source distribution. In deriving qd for an error function, the following 
equation has been used:
KM
Table B. ], Source distribution and outgassing rate,
u U , 0 ) to
1
LA
exp { - x } ik 2)




 ^4t ijtQ + 1
The outgassing rate, in a traditional sense, is defined as the am ount of water 
molecules coming out of a unit of geometrical surface anea per unit time and is equal to qdf  
(where /  is the surface roughness factor). In deriving Eq. (B.M), we have assumed that 
the oxide layer stretches to infinity and the diffusivity o f  the water molecules is constant 
throughout the oxide layer. Thus, Eq, (B .M ) is only useful in solving the short-term 
outgassing rate from a homogeneous oxide laye r  A more sensible model was described in 
Chapter 4, where the microstructure of the oxide layer was considered.
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